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Multimedia Teaching Package - Leaming XML Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
Multimedia Teaching Package is software that teaches users on a particular 
subject or matter. It contains multimedia elements such as text, graphics, images, 
animation, video and sound that are integrated to create an interactive teaching tool. . 
Multimedia development teams have long been challenged by educationalists to 
provide sophisticated learning environments that empower the learner to use the 
computer as a cognitive tool that overcomes the limitations of exi ting environment . 
Cognitive tools enable learners to actively construct and tran form their understanding 
of an area of learning, test their developing ideas and reflect on the products of their 
learning. 
The system that 1 am developing is a Multimedia Teaching Package that teaches 
XML. This software is called Learning XML. This sy tern i a tool where p pie f 
different age levels and professional skills can u e at any time . ne fits obj ctive is 
to so provide an easy learnin to 1 to the user compared t textbook . hi i " h u I 
would like to achieve from creating the teaching package. U er who arc int r tcd in 
learning a language get discouraged after lo king at a 300 pag b k that an h Ip 
them learn something. With this software I m ure more user will be k en n learning 
XML , a new hypertext markup language which i often c mpar d t TM and 
SGML. 
There are many developing tools that were re earch d and after oing throu h a 
through look over the tools and the tool that were e enrial wer n. 111 are 
explained in hapter 3 Basically it cover Authoring To I uch a Ma r media 
Director, Macromedia Flash, Adobe Photo hop and many more oftwar that v ill 
enhance the betterment of my sy tern. 
Meth dology is a process that i used to develop a y tern. It i important to 
understand the nature fa pr mun when dcvcl pin, a system, There are many 
meth d lo ,ies that can be u ed uch as the Waterfall Mod I, the Y- hape M d 1, 
~piral Model mcth d logy .The method I >y adopted f r U1i pr ject i a m dified 
vcr i 11 c mbinin , tho bcn •fits F b th waterfall m del and pr tot pm 1 ap r ach . 
Pr totyping can b viewed a: a ri k reduction technique. pcriment h· v 
th 1 pr totypin r due · th number of pr l lern c nncct d to requir m ·nt 
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specifications and the overall development cost may be lower if a prototype is 
developed. Requirements for the project was gathered such as the Functional 
Requirement , Non-Functional Requirement , Prototyping Requirement and other 
requirements to enhance the system so a better package can be delivered. 
Finally in the System Design ,an overview of the chapters were done and what 
that is going to thought in the system were introduced. The DFD's for this system 
were also introduced . A DFD is a graphical illustration that shows the flow of data 
and logic within a system. The interface of the system was created to show on how 
the interfaces will look when the system will be created. 
Now that I have completed the system ... yes Learning XML is ready to be 
evaluated by users. In this 3 months there have been many changes in the system 
.This is due to some problem that couldn't be avoided and due to time c nstraint 
.Hopefully the system has met the user requirements. 
In chapter 5 System Development and Implementation is where most f the time 
required.System Development was a critical stage when I was developing the 
teaching package and it has been the most important stage because this is where y ur 
research on the 4 earlier chapters have to be implemented. 
In System Testing, the issues covered would be regarding testing. It tart ofby a 
short and simple explanation about what is testing. It then describes the testing 
strategy/plan used in this project. Next, it moves on to which type of te ting would be 
applied in this project and why they are used. It al o include the various te t plan , 
which will be drawn up when testing is implemented. 
And finally the system evaluation and Conclusion wa done. Hope all the 
evaluation, problems and wi11 be s lved for future refer nee. 
Basically while preparing this documentation, J have learned many things. ome 
of the software s were newt me and i, the Ian ua re XML. Dul thi ha n t 'Pt 
me a way to create a g od y tern. 
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Chapter 1 : INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
As we are now in the beginning of the new millennium, we are being exposed to 
many new technologies that are having a profound effect on our daily life. Technology 
have been introduce in our lives in many ways. 
Multimedia Teaching Package is software that teaches users on a particular subject or 
matter. It contains multimedia elements such as text, graphics, images, animation, 
video and sound that are integrated to create an interactive teaching too] .. Multimedia 
development teams have long been challenged by educationalists to provide 
sophisticated learning environments that empower the learner t use the computer a a 
cognitive tool (Rowe, [l J) that overcomes the limitations of existing environments. 
Cognitive tools enable learners to actively construct and tran f rm their under tandin s 
of an area of learning, test their developing ideas and reflect on the products of their 
learning, 
A flexible computer-based learning package is being developed so that can be used to 
enhance the users ability to learn XML. The package, which will available on 
CDROM, has been designed to teach users the new hypertext markup language that i 
getting popuJar these days - XML. The multimedia teaching package contain 
resource materials that can be used in a large theatre, including video clips, sound 
recordings and overhead projection slides. This material together with additi nal t xt 
and graphic material, can then be made available to users wbo can revise the mat rial 
in their own time, explore aspects of it in more depth, and interactively acce s 
references and information. U ers can use the package individua11y and in mall 
groups. 
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1.2 Project Overview 
The multimedia teaching package that is going to be developed is called Learning 
XML. Learning XML is a teaching package that will help users learn XML (Extensible 
Markup Language). XML [2] is pretty simple, and very flexible. It has many uses yet to 
be discovered - developers are just beginning to scratch the surface of its potential. lt is 
the foundation for a great many standards yet to come, providing a common language 
that different computer systems can use to exchange data with one another. A each 
industry-group comes up with standards for what they want to say computers will 
begin to link to each other in ways previously unimaginable. 
The teaching package will help users learn XML in an interactive way. ft contains 
multimedia elements that wilJ enhance the users ability to learn XM . People fr m 
different background and age level can use it. The program clear, patient and 
structured delivery will help users to understand and will assist them in using the 
software better. This will help the users in developing confident in using this teaching 
package. 
Now something on multimedia, multimedia is a multiple means by which information 
is stored, transmitted, presented or perceived . It contains five important element that 
are text, graphics, animation, video and sound that are integrated to create a production. 
More information on multimedia and why is it used in this teaching package will b 
explained in chapter 2. 
The main target users of this program are software engineer who devel p ftware in 
their respective cornpanie . This will be useful to th c wh are dealing with language 
Java and J TML. Many companies deal with creating software u ing Java and u e 
HTML if they are w rking on a web-ba cd pr gram. ince XM i ec ming p pular 
and its u age can be expanded I mnny different a poets more p · pJ ore u in i it. 
this will make it easier f r tho, o people who tire inter ted in lear nin , XML. 
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Students who are taJcing computer science in their universities and colleges can also 
use it. They can use it to help them understand XML better. So can the lecturers of 
these higher institutions. They can use this teaching package to teach the students in the 
lecture halls. This can make their classes more interesting. Traditional approaches to 
tertiary teaching are based on a transmission model of teaching where the teacher 
delivers their knowledge to a large group of students. This approach is very robust 
because it is easy and efficient and requires no professional education training. 
Educational innovations, grounded in Dewey's theory of inquiry learning [3], continue 
to change learning environments so that the role of the teacher changes from the 'teller' 
to a 'facilitator of learning'. With using this teaching package, the normal routine can be 
changed and students can learn in more interactive way. 
This multimedia teaching package is divided into six main modules. All this modules 
provides an interesting learning environment with integration of text, graphic , 
animations, video and sound. It computerizes the stiff book into an interactive teaming 
package and it's a step towards the MSC objectives. It' a much bettor t I; m re 
efficient is sending the information across to users compared to a book. 
1.3 Objectives 
As mentioned before there aren't any XML Teaching Packages curr ntly a ailable in 
market. Those who are interested to learn XML find it difficult in gettin a 
comprehensive tool in teaching XML. With this, Learning XML has been developed 
with the following objectives: 
J) To provide an easy Jeaming tool to the u er compared to textb k . 
This teaching package provide tep by tep learning guide f r u ers. ach and 
every in truction clearly defines on what is going to happen next and what is 
happening. It ha appendix and note t help u er find what thoy need without 
roin r throu 11> the whole packa e, 
Faculty of omputer Science & Information Technology 
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2) To provide a multimedia interactive and an interesting learning environment. 
With an interactive user interface and the integration of the multimedia elements, 
attracts the users interest. In this way, it makes the learning process easier and the 
users would be eager to learn XML. 
3) The programs clear, patient and structured delivery will create a better 
understanding on XML. 
The structure and the layout of the package is very clear where everything is 
explained and it's easy to use. Users will not get confused with the layout and the 
flow of delivery will be easy to understand. 
4) To computerize the stiff textbook into an interactive learning package to build 
users interest in learning XML. 
This is to gather all the information that have to presented in at interactive way 
that users wont get bored reading it and using the software. I\ a matter f fact 
they will be more interested in using the package than a textbook which only 
have pictures and text which does not create a stimulation environment to learn. 
5) To develop a learning package that reach people at different learning styles and 
skill level. 
This package will be able to reach people at any age level with different kill 
levels. It can be used by professionals or students at any age level. 
6) To improve the feature of computer software on teaching XML available in 
market. 
There are not many XML teaching software now in the market that pr vides 
guidance to users. Thi w111 bo another teachin 1 to 1 that u er an u c t le m 
bettor. 
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1.4 Project Scope 
A Window based application which will teach users the basic XML structure. 
Consist of 6 modules : 
} Introduction-An introduction on XML. ft contains the history and the main 
usage of XML. It explains why XML is becoming more popular 
and what advantages it has compared to SGML and HTML. 
" It is divided into 8 topics. Each topic has its own contents that 
will explain and teach users on the language XML. ft starts with 
teaching the user the basic such as elements, tags and attribute , 
processing instructions, validations on schemas, document type 
definitions(DTD), writing a file, designing a document and XML 
with other applications such as Java, XSL and other application . 
It contains questions concerning the lessons. 
A repository on XML coding and other important facts. This is to 
help users to get ready codes and tags so it will be easier for them 
to use the create their own XML documents. 
} Appendix- The important keywords in XML and tbe teaching package. 
} Lessons 
Tutorial- 
Library- 
It contains aJl the important keywords in the package so u ers can 
Find,the information needed without having to navigate through the 
whole package. 
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1.5 Project Significance 
• It promotes active learning rather than passive learning 
• It motivates users from different backgrounds. 
• It enables users to learn at their own pace. 
• It allows users choices of which topics and aspects they will cover each time they 
use the software. 
• It caters to those people who are more visually oriented and who are often 
disadvantaged by a more textual or verbal approach. 
• It utilizes a variety of formats such as sound, video, animation, text and graphics 
in one package to maintain interest and attention. 
• It promotes critical thinking and analysis of complex issues and program . 
1.6 Project Outcome 
A major outcome of this project is the development of the multimedia teaching 
package. The package fits onto a CDROM, which can be used at any time and u ed y 
anyone with different styles and different skills. The package incorporates a variety of 
resource materials including text, graphics, video clips, sound clips and animati n . lt 
provides the information for users to a link to the newsgroups on the Internet and 
references to library material. It also includes a way for students to test their own 
knowledge in a non-threatening and non-assessable manner. U er are able to arch 
the database by key words, or use various indexes to find any f the cont nt f th 
package. 
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This multi-media package contains a variety of materials including video clips, sound 
recordings and color layout that can be easily accessed and presented by the users using 
projection directly from the computer to a large screen. This to add variety and interest 
to the presentation so that can stimulate interactive activities in a large theatre. These 
activities improve the learning process by keeping the length of concentrated listening 
to short manageable periods and by promoting active learning and wider participation 
by users. 
1. 7 Report Layout 
The purpose of this layout is to give an overview of the major phases involved in the 
development of the project. Below is the report layout : 
Chapter 1 : Introduction 
This chapter gives an overview of projects objective , project's cope , si i ficance 
and its outcome. It also shows the project schedule on how much time is taken to 
complete the project. 
Chapter 2 :Literature Review 
This chapter covers the project background study that is an introduction to XML and 
the differences between HTML and SGML. It also explains about the terms, the 
elements and the importance of multimedia and its usage in the package. This chapter 
also has findings of the project on how information and requirements were gathered. 
The introduction on authoring tools and the comparison for these tools were done in 
this chapter. The comparison on the existin system i al xplained in this chapter. 
Chapter 3: Methodology 
This chapter includ s the ystcm 1:111Aly is that wa d nc. It al ntain th· 
methodology that is u od in creann ' thi mulfitnedin 1 achin , packa e. I for i · where 
the cho en tooh are explained. 
7 
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All the requirements of the system is including the non-functional, functional and 
prototyping requirements are explored in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 : System Design 
This chapter describes the logical design of this system. It includes the systems 
modules design, system data flow design and user interface design. Tt explains about 
the Human-Computer Interaction and the Graphical User Interface. 
Chapter 5 : System Development and Implementation 
This section will discuss the development strategy as well as type of 
implementations for the whole package. System Development is one of the critical 
stages in developing a system. System implementation is a process that converts the 
system requirements and design into programming codes. Thi pha e at ome p int 
involves some modifications to the previous design. 
Chapter 6: System Testing 
In this section , the issues covered would be regarding testing. It starts of by a short 
and simple explanation about what is testing. Tt then describes the testing 
strategy/plan used in this project. Next, it moves on to which type of testing would be 
applied in this project and why they are used. It also includes the various test plans, 
which will be drawn up when testing is implemented 
Chapter 7: System Evaluation And onclu ion 
This chapter looks into one of the important topics regarding this project report. It 
highlights issues such as the success of the r ject in academic term . It look into the 
degree of success in carry in rout the project; learnin o pericnced •ained, thin > t 
be done differently and the value r tho loarnin ~pr co m d how it contribute t my 
profes ional and academic expert iso, 
8 
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1.8 Project Schedule 
C) 
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Chapter Summary 
In this chapter the introduction on the multimedia teaching package was done. 
The teaching package that is going to be developed is called Learning XML.In this 
chapter the objectives, the project scope and the project significance were laid out to 
guide me through creating this package. The project outcome is what I will be trying 
to achieve so that it can be a satisfactory to the users. The project schedule is to adjust 
what has to be done in the time given to finish the project. Basically this chapter is to 
help me start the project from the scratch and giving me a outline on what has to be 
done. 
I() 
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Purpose Of Literature Review 
The review of literature describes the findings of various researches and technology for 
the effectiveness of the multimedia teaching package. The idea, knowledge and 
experience gained during the research regarding the project overview, the development 
tools and others will be used in the development of the multimedia teaching package. 
Various good and relevant features are to be noted during the survey, particularly the 
design and interfaces method used by various systems. Thus, the literature review 
provides pertinent information and validity to the research and the environment will be 
necessary to determine and implement the best solution. 
2.2Pro,ject Background Study 
2.2.l An Introduction On XML 
Structured information contains both content (words, pictures, etc.) and ome indicati n 
of what role that content plays (for example, content in a section heading has a different 
meaning from content in a footnote, which means something different than content in a 
figure caption or content in a database table, etc.). Almost all documents have some 
structure. A markup language is a mechanism to identify structures in a document. The 
XML specification defines a standard way to add markup to documents. 
What's a Document? 
The number of applications currently being developed that are ba ed n, r mak u of, 
XML documents is truly amazing particularly considering that XML i very new. For our 
purposes, the word "document" refer not only to traditional document , like thi ne, ut 
also to the mired of other XML "data formats". These include vect r graphic , - 
commerce transactions, mathematical equations, bjcct meta-data, server API ·, and a 
thou and other kind of structured inf rmati n, 
12 
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Is XML Just Like HTML? 
No. In HTML, both the tag semantics and the tag set are fixed. An <hl> is always a first 
level heading and the tag <ati. product. code> is meaningless. The W3C, in 
conjunction with browser vendors and the WWW community, is constantly working to 
extend the definition of HT.ML to aUow new tags to keep pace with changing technology 
and to bring variations in presentation (style sheets) to the Web. However, these changes 
are always rigidly confined by what the browser vendors have implemented and by the 
fact that backward compatibility is paramount. And for people who want to disseminate 
information widely, features supported by only the latest releases of Netscape and 
Internet Explorer are not useful. 
XML specifies neither semantics nor a tag set. In fact XML is really a meta-language f r 
describing markup languages. In other words, XML provides a facility to define ta sand 
the structural relationships between them. Since there's no predefined tag set, there can't 
be any preconceived semantics. All of the semantics of an XML document will either be 
defined by the applications that process them or by style sheets. 
ls XML Just Like SG ML? 
No. Well, yes, sort of. XML is defined as an application profile of SGML. SGML i the 
Standard Generalized Markup Language defined by ISO 8879. SGML has been the 
standard, vendor-independent way to maintain repositorie of structured docwnentation 
for more than a decade, but it is not well suited to serving documents over the web for a 
number of technical reasons beyond the scope of this article). Defining XML as an 
application profile of SGML means that any fully conformant SGML ystem will be able 
to read XML documents. However, using and understanding XML document d, , not 
require a system that is capable of understand in r the full 1enerality of M . XM i 
roughly speaking, a restricted form of SGML. 
For technical purists, it's important to note tJ1at there may al ' c ubtle difference 
between document a under t d by XML ystem and th c some d cument a 
understood by ML systems. In particular, treatment of immediately adjacent t ta, 
may be different 
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Why XML? 
In order to appreciate XML, it is important to understand why it was created. XML was 
created so that richly structured documents could be used over the web. The only viable 
alternatives, HTML and SGML, are not practical for this purpose. 
HTML, as have discussed, comes bound with a set of semantics and does not provide 
arbitrary structure. 
SGML provides arbitrary structure, but is too difficult to implement just for a web 
browser. Full SGML systems solve large, complex problems that justify their expense. 
Viewing structured documents sent over the web rarely carries such justification. 
This is not to say that XML can be expected to completely replace SGML. While XML is 
being designed to deliver structured content over the web, some of the very feature it 
Jacks to make this practical, make SGML a more satisfactory solution for the creation and 
long-time storage of complex documents. Jn many organizations, filtering SGML to 
XML will be the standard procedure for web delivery. 
XML Development Goals 
The XML specification sets out the following goals for XML: 
J. XML over the Internet. Users must be able to view XML documents as quickly 
and easily as HTML documents. In practice, this will only be po ibl wh n XM 
browsers are as robust and widely available as HTML browsers, but the principle 
remains. 
2. XML shall support a wide variety of applications. XML hould be benef ial t a 
wide variety of diverse applications: authoring, browsing content analy i , tc. 
Although the initial focus is on erving structured document over the web, il i 
not meant to narrowly define XML. 
3. XML shall be compatible with SGML. Mo t of the people involved in the XML 
effort come from organizations that have a lar ,e, in some case taggering, 
amount of material in S ML. XML was de i med pra matically, to e c mpatible 
with cxistin standard whiles lvln ' the relatively new pr blem f ndina i hl 
structured documents over the web. 
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4. It shall be easy to write programs that process XML documents. The colloquial 
way of expressing this goal while the spec was being developed was that it ought 
to take about two weeks for a competent computer science graduate student to 
build a program that can process XML documents. 
5. The number of optional features in XML is to be kept to an absolute minimum, 
ideally zero. Optional features inevitably raise compatibility problems when users 
want to share documents and sometimes lead to confusion and frustration. 
6. XML documents should be human-legible and reasonably clear. If you don't have 
an XML browser and you've received a hunk of XML from somewhere, you 
ought to be able to look at it in your favorite text editor and actually figure out 
what the content means. 
7. The XML design should be prepared quickly. Standards efforts are not riously 
slow. XML was needed immediately and was developed as quickly as possible. 
8. The design of XML shall be formal and conci e. Jn many way a corollary to rule 
4, it essentia11y means that XML must be expressed in and must be amenable to 
modem compiler tools and techniques. 
There are a number of technical reasons why the SGML grammar cannot be 
expressed . Writing a proper SGML parser requires handling a variety of rarely 
used and difficult to parse language features. XML does not. 
9. XML documents shall be easy to create. Although there will eventually be 
sophisticated editors to create and edit XML content, they won't appear 
immediately. In the interim, it must be possible to create XML document in other 
ways: directly in a text editor, with simple shell and Perl cripts etc. 
10. Terseness in XML markup is f minimal importance. everal ML languag 
features were designed to minimize the amount of typing required to manuall 
key in SGML documents. These features are not upp rtcd in XM . r man 
abstract point of view these document arc indist in rui rha le fr m their m re 
fully specified form , but supponln 'the o fcatur s adds 'I c nsidcra le burden t 
the S ML parser r the per 011 writln 1 it, anyway . In l'.tdditi n, :t11 t m ern 
editors offer better facilities to deline : Ii rtcuts when ·nt ·ri11£• t xl. 
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2.3 Introduction to Multimedia 
Multimedia is not a single technology .Multimedia stands for the 
convergence of several streams of development in the computing, audio, video 
and communication industries. The term "multimedia" is often used but hard to 
define. As a buzzword, it is used to advertise different products such as video 
games, computer-based training, sales presentations etc. Basically, multimedia 
can be understood as the integration of more than one medium. ln this broad 
interpretation, current media systems of our society such as television and 
newspapers fall within the scope of multimedia. 
Multimedia is a combination of still and moving images, audio, text and 
interactivity from a pool of human -machine communication media. It could also 
defined as a software package utilizing high resolution graphics, stereo sound 
, digitized images .full motion video, animation and text .The term multimedia has 
become somewhat a trendy ,hyped word in the present computer age. When 
distilled to its root elements its meaning can be devised : multi ('much ' or 'man '') 
and media (from medium meaning 'means of communicating').Using multimedia 
then is simply using a variety of media ,whatever visual or auditory .with the 
intent of communicating. 
Multimedia technology not only makes it possible but relatively easy to 
extend the power of persona] computing far beyond the traditional realm of data 
processing. As a result , the barriers to expending the role of computers in our 
daily lives have been erased. Day- to-day applications of multimedia can be 
visualized by considering activities that resemble the process of communicating 
information, such as education and training, reference, point-of-information, 
business presentation, manuals, database and adverti ing and other . 
2.3.1 Where can multimedia be used 
Multimedia can be used in ju t any situat: n whore inputer are cin ' u cd to 
deliver information and a number whore they 111 o frequently us ·d . lt may just be 
used to enhance areas that pr viously contains to t only. 
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For example, presentation of information kiosks. Multimedia e-mail and video 
conferencing allows information to be communicated better. Collaborative 
working tools are becoming cheaper and more widely available and video 
conferencing applications now allow application sharing. Multimedia is widely 
used in education, from pre-school to postgraduate. Interactive multimedia aUows 
students to explore data and simulations allow the students to work an 
experiment. Can be particularly useful in a distributed environment with distance 
learning. Multimedia can be used to enhance data representation and data 
analysis. It can be done by converting the original form from a satellite to sound, 
it becomes much easier to hear discrepancies in the data. 
2.4 Interactive Multimedia 
Interactive multimedia has been called a "hybrid technology." It combines the 
storage and retrieval capabilities of computer database technology with 
advanced tools for viewing and manipulating these materials. Multimedia has 
a Jot of different connotations, and definitions vary depending on the context. 
Interactive multimedia is defined by three criteria: 
• Interactive Multimedia is any package of materials that includes some 
combination of texts, graphics, still images, animation, video, and audio· 
• These materials are packaged, integrated, and linked together in some way 
that offers users the ability to browse, navigate and analyze these materials 
through various searching and indexing features, a well as the capacity t 
annotate or personalize these materials; 
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• Interactive multimedia is always "reader-centered." In interactive 
multimedia, the reader controls the experience of reading the material by 
being able to select among multiple choices, choosing unique paths and 
sequences through the materials. One of the key features of interactive 
multimedia is the ability to navigate through material in whatever ways 
are most meaningful for individual users. 
Interactive multimedia is synonymous with another frequently used 
term:hypermedia. Hypermedia is the multimedia version of the term 
hypertext.A hypertext is defined as any non-sequential, electronic text, 
assembled not as a seamless sequence of material with a beginning, middle 
and end, but as a web of interrelated chunks" of text. In a hypertext, the reader 
controls the sequence of reading by choosing bow to navigate among these 
chunks of text by various electronic Jinks. The term hypermedia" was coined 
to mean a hypertext that uses multiple media. In other words, hypermedia is a 
co11ection of multimedia materials with multiple possible arrangements and 
sequences. Hypertext and hypermedia are "electronic" concepts that can only 
exist in a computer-based environment. Only in a computer-based 
environment can materials can be linked and organized in multiple ways 
simultaneously, and searched, sorted and navigated in hundreds of possible 
combinations by different users. 
Imagine, for example, a large comprehensive textbook on a programming 
language such as Xlvll; In a sense, a print version of that textbook is already 
"multimedia": that is, in addition to text, it might have pictures, maps, graph , 
charts, timelines; furthermore, the text is made up of many different text , 
being a combination of words written by the author, quotations from other 
figures, perhaps commentary by other authors and so n. 
But while the textbook could be thought of as a text 1 rinu multiple media and 
materials, it is not a multimedia hypertext (or hypermedia ecau e, a a 
printed book il can only be arranged in one order; it material can nly be 
accessed in the one way that tho nuthor and tho publi her arran ed them. 
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True, a reader can access the print text in non-linear ways by using the index 
at the back of the book, or by jumping around. Still, the text itseJf has only 
one arrangement and one hierarchy of topics; and the reader's ability to 
navigate the materials is limited by the tab1e of contents and the index. 
Furthermore, a printed XML textbook is limited by the constraints of size and 
practicality. Only so much information can comfortably fit between two 
covers of a printed book. Such practical issues have important consequences 
for the kinds of materials that go into the hands of readers. Limitation of size 
means that it is more practical to write books that synthesize and make 
reference to large bodies of documents without being able to include very 
much or any of the documents, themselves-even though, for the author 
documents are part of the vital material of the book. 
Now imagine a XML textbook in electronic form, constructed as a work of 
hypermedia: how would that work be different from a printed text? First, you 
could fi11 that "book" with a far greater number of materials than you could fit 
between two covers of a printed book (a CD-ROM compact disk, for example, 
can hold the equivalent of 300,000 pages of printed material). Second, you 
could have a book that was tru1y "multimedia" in that, in addition to text, 
photographs, charts, and timelines, you could have audio (such as folksong 
recordings, famous speeches), and video (such as newsreels, film clips). 
Third, an electronic textbook could be constructed in an entirely different way 
from a printed textbook .It could have dozens of potential organizations, and 
thousands of internal linkages that could take the reader from one related idea 
to the next, in ways that would infinitely vary depending on the context f the 
reading experience and the interests of the reader. 
Consequently, the structure of such a "text" would not be limited to the single 
story line or synthesis offered by the author but would become an intri ale 
web of [nterrelationships, something approachin the cornple ity of the 
language. In discus ing the Iran fommti ns that ensued in turning the print 
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version of the book Leaming XML into a multimedia CD .. ROM, it is noted 
that the very nature of the "book" changed. 
2.4.1. Why use Interactive Multimedia 
We've seen that interactive multimedia, by definition, has the capac.ity to 
deliver large amounts of materials in multiple forms, and to deliver them in 
an integrated environment that allows users to control the reading and 
viewing experience. How then do these defining characteristics and virtues 
translate into benefits in an educational environment? 
First of all, multimedia programs bring to education the extraordinary 
storage and delivery capabilities of computerized material. This is 
especially important for schools, libraries, and learning institutions where 
books are difficult to obtain and update. Multimedia is a powerful and 
efficient source for acquiring learning resources. Multimedia can also 
provide educational institutions access to other kinds of inaccessible 
materials, such as bard to find historical films, rare sound recordings of 
famous speeches, illustrations from difficult to obtain periodicals, and so 
on. Multimedia can put primary and secondary source materials at the 
fingertips of users in even the remotest locations from major research 
facilities. 
Secondly, it is not just sheer access to these materials that makes 
multimedia a powerful tool, but the control over those materials that it 
gives to its users. Interactive multimedia programs enable the user to 
manipulate these materials throu rh a wide variety of powerful link in', 
sorting, searching and annotating activities. 
Each of these activities can be made to reinf re" and inculcate vari 11. 
intellectual skills, in addition t satisfyin certain co mitivc need. f r 
quality learning, such a the ability to follow thr u zh link at th imrn diate 
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moment when curiosity is aroused, and the ability to view different forms 
of the same information side-by-side. 
Furthermore, interactive multimedia programs usually integrate some 
combination of orientation tools, such as timelines, graphs, glossaries, and 
other pedagogical guides. These kinds of tools further point to the third 
major benefit of multimedia: the personalization or individualization of the 
learning experience. 
By allowing users to control the sequence and the pacing ofthe materials, 
multimedia packages facilitate greater individualization in learning, 
allowing students to proceed at their own pace in a tailored learning 
environment Furtbennore, interactive multimedia can be a powerful 
learning and teaching tool because it engages multiple senses. Students 
using multimedia are reading, seeing, hearing, and actively manipulating 
materials. As one educator enthusiasticaJJy put it, 
As humans, we seem hard-wired for multiple input. Consider that we 
remember only about I 0% of what we read; 20%, if we hear it; 30%, if we can 
see visuals related to what we're bearing; 50%, if we watch someone do 
something while explaining it; but almost 90%, if we do the job ourselves-- If 
only as a simulation. In other words, interactive multimedia--properly 
developed and properly implemented-- could revolutionize education. (Menn, 
1993) 
Although "revolutionize" may be a bit optimistic, interactive multimedia is 
a promising medium for reinforcing, extending, and "supplementing" what 
goes on in the classroom with print materials, lectures and cJassroom 
discussions. 
ruse the term ''supplomenting" quite imentionally, however, u the 
supplementary dimension of multimedia material is imp rtan: to ke •p in 
mind. Incorp rating nmllimedia 'into tho curriculum doc not mean 
"throwing out the printed bo ks." M t teachers wit i11 m1 nit me 
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kind of interactive multimedia into their teaching do so to enhance printed 
materials and the core course content. Multimedia materials help students 
and teachers by way of reinforcement and extension, not substitutions. 
What hypermedia provides is access to materials and unique personalized 
control over them. In other words, interactive multimedia isn't about 
replacing books, but about replacing the absence of books; hypermedia 
doesn't t do what books do, but what books can't do. 
2.5 Types of media included to create a multimedia production 
As have been mentioned earlier that multimedia is a multiple means by 
which information is stored, transmitted , presented or perceived. The basic 
elements in an interactive multimedia include text, graphics, animation, 
audio and video. Human-Computer Interaction is also a vital ingredient in 
interactive multimedia. 
Words and symbols in any form, spoken or written is the most common 
system of communications. They deliver the most widely understood 
meaning of the greatest number of people-accurately and detail. Because of 
this , they are vital elements of multimedia menus, navigation systems and 
content. Text acts as the keystone tying all the other media elements 
together whereas a picture is only worth a thousand words. With multimedia 
technology, text can be combination with other media in a powerful and 
meaningful way to present information and to create a production. 
Graphics 
The introduction of Apple Macinto h computer and the Mier soft Wind ws 
program changed the way we worked with computer. Usin a mou 'C and a 
desktop metaphor , we click on icons and drop-down menu , dra , folder, 
and resized window,'. We are accustomed t workin with 1rnphicnl ima c. 
on the creen and in fact expect to sec them. Iraphics arc o. cd to : 
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• Add color and images to the page background 
• Enhance spatial design to the page layout 
• Communicate personal styles 
• Display graphic artwork and photographs 
• Display spreadsheets and graphs 
• Create text graphics for layout effects 
Soun.d 
Sound is a potent communication mediwn. We can use sound effects .music 
and narration to enhance the multimedia application. Sound files such a 
*.au, *.wav and *.aif formats tend to be large depending on the quality and 
supports streaming audio. Sounds are used to: 
• Support visuals 
• Attract attention and interest 
• Improve perceptions of quality 
• Represent things not shown 
• Provide feedback 
When it comes to making an impact, video is right there at the top of the Ii t. 
It takes a Jot of computing power to incorporate video into a production, but 
it takes even more visual skills. Great ideas can be found by analyzing the 
videos sh Wtl n televisi 11. TI10 video shown must be captured edited , 
compressed and stored. A video file I' <111 expensive re ourcc. It earl take up 
a huge amount of space on a hard drive. The imn cs mu t tell their : t ry 
quickly .yet completely. 
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Video is used to : 
• Show how things move 
• Show that users cannot see directly 
• Motivate users 
• Show human behavior and emotions 
Animation 
Animations plays a huge role in entertainment(providing aotion and realism) 
and education (providing visualization and demonstration ).Animation adds 
visual impact to the multimedia project. Many multimedia application for 
both Macintosh and Windows provide animation tools. 
There are two main types of animation , which are used in multimedia 
applications. The first type of animation, 2D or linear animation, is the 
simple movement of objects on the screen, generally through linear 
translation. A multimedia development environment often provides the 
necessary tools to perform this simple animation procedure. 
The original creation of animation, 3 D animation , however is very 
technically and artistically involved , as well as time consuming. 
Three-dimensional objects are created using a mathematical model. Each 
object may be shown in various views, giving the user realistic sense of 
third dimension. 
Besides 20 animation and 30 animation , there are also other special effects 
techniques in computer animation such as morph and warping. 
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Human - Computer Interaction 
Running a multimedia presentation on a computer adds the capability of 
interactivity. Interactivity the viewer to navigate through a presentation in 
his or her own way and at their own pace. Users can jump from topic to 
topic and skip areas of little interest. Interactivity is the real key to an 
effective and successful multimedia title. It makes the program feels more 
personal to the user. Interactivity can be accomplished by linking the entire 
multimedia component- that is text, graphics, animation, audio and video- 
into a cohesive application. 
2.6 The Components of Interactive Multimedia 
Before developing the multimedia teaching package , allow me to examine the 
separate components off nteractive Multimedia and the interaction between 
media. Below are the separate components oflnteractive MuJtirnedia. 
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAD 
Computer Based Training employs technology to assist the instructor to 
instruct or to guide the learning program of individual users. Its main 
component consist of CAI and CM1 , each of which may employ a variety of 
media. Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) employs instruction modes of 
tutorials, review and practice and simulation. 
Computer Managed T nstruction (CMI) 
Computer Managed Instruction includes diagnostic assessment and 
prescriptive study assignments. Because of the leading role of developin ' and 
using CMJ in Alberta, the topic will be accorded it own pecial cparare 
section. 
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Static Visual Display(SVD) 
There are often called visuals or graphics . Their function is to provide a non- 
text based representation of some objects , process , concept or skill to be 
learned, although they are often accompanied by text. They do not move 
through space or time and vary in the amount of detail and realism they 
contain, from a simple line drawing created with a draw /point program toa 
photograph. 
Audio broadcasts information or data in a format which can be beard and may 
include instruction which is redundant with text or unique . It may also 
include warning sounds and sounds which are used to determine the stage of 
things , for example a badly- tuned automobile engine. 
Screen Design/Color 
Screen design refers to how information is spatially organized for presentation 
to the learner. Some separate screen design issues are the use and placements 
of fonts , color and numerous design issues such as balance , borders and so 
forth. Color has been the object of numerous studies dating back to the middle 
of the century. 
Animation(Dynamic Visual Displays) 
Animations are visual images which represent motion through space or time. 
Like SVDs, they may vary in the amount of detail and realism they contain, 
from a simple line drawings through to video. 
They are usually created using special authoring software , such a 
Authorware, Director .Altematively they may be vide sequence which have 
been captured in analog or digital format. Tho set of m tion vi uals tliat 
includes animation and video has been called dynamic vi ual displays Park 
Hopkins , 1993) 
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Multi-ChanneJ Learning 
Interactive Multimedia enables simultaneous delivery of instruction via 
several senses or channels. It might appear that the same information , 
delivered through multiple channels simultaneously (e.g. , visual and audio ) 
would enhance learning in a measurable way. Alternatively, could 
information from one channel interface with information from another 
channel and decrease learning. What if information delivered by one channel 
is in conflict with or irrelevant to information delivered via another channel 
?The research and theory dealing with these and other topics is referred to as 
Multi-Channel research. 
Navigation 
Navigation refers to the process of acquiring information from a rich 
multimedia data base which has obvious organizational pattern. The World 
Wide Web is an example of the latter. It is intuitive and attractive to believe 
that navigation as a ]earning system will result in significantly better learning 
than highly structured learning to date , there is little research in this area. The 
conclusion which seem to be emerging is that the effectiveness of navigation 
cannot be assumed present for an lea.ming situations. 
While research on navigation is quite new and as yet limited , it is expected to 
increase dramatically in the next few years. 
Instructional Television 
Instructional television refers to the use of televised media, whether br adca t 
, analog tape or videodisc or digital imaginary which is employed is an 
instructional setting to supplement or upplant other forms of in truction. A 
with other forms of media, ITV originally required rna ssive pr ducti n 
facilities, personnel and budgets. With tho advent <)1'1h · transi, 1 r, 
microprocessors and chips, the equipment for capture Md cditin ' ha become 
much Jes expensive and has migrated to the de kl p. 
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The basics of good production have remained the same , although styles have 
been driven by the popular media, styles such as the short sound bite, rapid 
flashes of imagery, and special graphics effects. 
Interactivity 
Except for the computer driven by microprocessor , multimedia are by and 
larger designed for transmission of information about content from a 
knowledge source to users (information transmission) and is incapable of 
interaction. There are many definitions of interaction but they generally 
require that two things be able to carry out activities which elicit a response 
from one another. Perhaps the highest level of interactivity is a series of 
activities which result in the student learning or processing information at a 
cognitive level which is higher than rote memorization. 
2. 7 Findings 
The fact-finding technique is the specific method for collecting data and 
relevant information pertaining to system requirements. There were 4 methods 
used to collect data and information on the requirements. They were Survey 
and Questionnaire, using the Internet, research on books, and the Document 
Room in Faculty Computer Science and Information Technology. 
2.7.1 Survey and Questionnaire 
Survey 
A survey was done to find the existing interactive multimedia teaching ystem 
existing in the market . The system available can be divided into D- Rom 
based learning and web-based learning. 
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For CD-Rom learning, they weren't any systems that were available for 
teaching XML .So another system was analyzed just to note what is important 
in teaching a language and what important elements should contain in 
developing a good teaching package based on a CD-Rom. 
For web -based learning, these sites were found on the Internet: 
a) TECFA' s XML page - a multimedia teaching page that teaches XML. 
b) Working with XML .. a course online which teaches XML 
c) XML Teaching - a flash interactive with animated tutorials 
Questionnaire 
Users were asked four open ended questions: 
a)What was good about the CDRom (as a learning or as a resource)? 
b) What aspects did they like? 
c)What were the faults with the CDRom? 
d)How could it be improved? 
Jn response to the all the question in general a majority of users cited the 
increased availability and accessibility of information. Half the users also 
mentioned the use of sound, video, graphics which they felt added interest, helped 
them to remember concepts and facilitated understanding of issues. 
(showing numbers who made particular comments out of 50 respondents) 
• availability/access. of information - 29 
• audio/visual format helps· 25 
• added interest -15 
• improved 'learning too] compared to bo k-1 I 
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• aided understanding- 10 
• variety of material- 9 
• good for revision/elaboration- 7 
• diversity of views presented- 7 
• ease of navigation - 7 
• ability to work on own and at own phase- 6 
• references to other material-I 6 
• encouraged thinking- 5 
• new and exciting- 5 
• attractive- 3 
• memorable/aided memory -3 
• wen researched/structured- 3 
• comprehensive/integrated- 3 
• liked interaction- 1 
• helped research -other courses- 
2.7.2 Using the Internet 
Various search engines such as Yahoo, Google, Altavista .etc wa used to 
search for information. Specific keywords based on the type of informati n 
needed was used to search the necessary information. Below are the details of 
the sites visited : 
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Site on interactive multimedia 
a) http://www.gergetown.edu/crossroads/mltmedia.htmJ 
This site provides all the information about Interactive Multimedia. TI1is 
site is very useful in defining interactive multimedia, why is it used, and the 
types of multimedia available. It also explains how multimedia can be 
incorporated into education context and technical requirements for using 
multimedia. 
Sites on web and interactive designing 
a) http://tutorials. beginners .co.uk/view/cobrand/searchmiddleware/i/6 
This site provides useful tutorials authoring tools such as Macromedia flash , 
Macromedia Dreamweaver , Microsoft FrontPage , and so on . It also provide 
tutorials on JavaScript , HTML , ASP , Visual Basic , XML , the Internet , 
networking , CDROM and web deve]opme.nt , web and CD-ROM marketing 
and so on. 
b) http :I lwww. med. monash .ed4.au/i.nfonnatics/techme/authors9ft. htm 
This site provides information on what is an authoring tool and 
considerations to be made when choosing software. It also lists a number of 
websites that discusses the issue of selecting the right software to develop a 
multimedia system. It gives detail explanation regarding certain authoring 
software such as Authorware , TconAuthor , Toolbook , and Macromedia 
Director. 
c) http://www.macromedia.com 
Tills site was surfed to get information about design an development tooJs 
such as Dreamweaver 4 , Flash 5 , Fireworks 4 , Authorware , le . 
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d) http://www.adobe.com 
This site provides the information about web design tools such tools such as 
Adobe WebCollection , Adobe GoLive, Adobe LiveMotion, Adobe 
illustrator , Adobe Photoshop , etc . Adobe AfterEffects , Adobe Premiere , 
and Adobe Streaming Media Collection are examples of multimedia tools. 
Even though this are more web based designing , but it can also be 
incorporated into a CD-ROM based designing. The main difference between 
CD-ROM learning and web based learning is the linkage . 
Sites on XML (Extensible Markup Language) 
a) Www/w3 .org/XML/com 
This site is on the WorJd Wide Web consortium on XML activity and 
information. 
b) www.xml1com 
This site explains about the community resources and solutions, XML 
authoring tools , XML resources and interactive forums. 
c) http://java.sun.com/xml/tutorial 
This is an online manual that can quickly get us to speed writing XML 
code and XML- based software for end- user applications. 
2.7.3 Research on Books 
there were various books used lo gather information .Basically the e book 
were used to gather more information on XML .Re earch was done to 
compare the contents of these bo ks t prepare tho teachin i mode] sand al, 
to learn more on this language. ther book wore also u rod to Jenni more n 
authoring tool and their 1.1 a 'e, Somo of tho 1it1 ' fth books: 
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a) Just XML 2°d Edition 
(Author: John E. Simpson .Publisher : Prentice Hall) 
This book explains about XML .a step- by- step through al] the basics of 
creating and maintaining your own customizable XML applications. 
b) Learning XML 
(Guide to) Creating Self-Describing Data 
In Leaming XML, the author exp]ains XML and its capabilities succinctly and 
professionally, with references to real-life projects and other cogent examples. 
Leaming XML shows the purpose of XML markup itself, the CSS and XSL 
styling languages, and the XLink and XPointer specifications for creating rich 
link structures. 
c) Title: XML Step by Step 
XML STEP BY STEP clearly explains the basics of XML and shows both 
nonprogrammers and Web developers how to create effective XML 
documents and disp]ay them on the Web. The book takes a hands-on learning 
approach and focuses on the most practical techniques that you can use now, 
even if you don't have extensive technical knowledge. A CD-ROM that 
comes with the book includes XML examples for an hands-on exercises, plus 
extensive links to further information and resources. 
2. 7.4.Document Room 
Another source of gathering information i the Document Room which is 
located in the Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology 
.Here some documentation on other students final year thesis that were 
done in the past years can be found. ome of I his d cumcntation were 
found relevant in providin ' inf rmation in developin f lhis software. 'I he 
documentation actually gives a brief idea n how 10 '0 ab ut in 
developing a. y tern from the very be nnnin 1, which i rather imp rtant in 
the developing thi teaching package, 
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2.8 Development Tools 
2.8.1 What is an Authoring Tool 
For the purpose ofthis project research was done to know more about 
authoring tools .And from the information gathered , it is learnt that an 
authoring tool is simply something that helps to develop front ends for 
application , cut development time in doing so and increases programmers 
efficiency due to ease of user. However , a common definition would be a 
software package that has pre-programmed elements for the development of 
interactive multimedia software titles that can create multimedia presentation , 
training courses , on-screen productions , demo disks , guided tours , 
interactive kiosks, simulations and prototypes through scripting languages and 
icon-based construction environments. 
Authoring tools provide true interactivity , not just button pressing and 
powerful. control over media elements, including words , images , animation , 
sound and video. Authoring systems vary widely in orientation, capabilities 
and learning . There is no such thing as a completely point-to -click automated 
authoring system, some knowledge curiosity thinking and algorithm design is 
necessary. Authoring too]s is actually just a speed up form of programming 
because you don't need to know the intricacies of a programming language or 
work an API but you do need to understand how the program works. 
Advantages of Authoring Tools : 
• Ability to do fast prototyping 
• Ease of expanding the prototype to a full system 
• Ease of use 
• Built in multimedia capabilities 
• Less need of programmin r expertise 
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2.8.2. Authoring Process 
Authoring process involves choosing the right media elements and to 
synchronize them together to create a final multimedia production .To create a 
good multimedia application, users need to understand the multimedia process 
involved. 
Steps involved in authoring a multimedia application includes: 
• Select a delivering medium for 
targeted audience 
• Choose a storage medium for 
finished application 
Post-Authoring 
• Import desired media elements 
• Choose a desired authoring tool 
Authoring 
i 
• Acquire the multimedia 
elements 
• Select multimedia computer 
system 
Pre-Authoring 
Figure 2.0 The Avthoripg Process 
Source : Neo Main and Ken Neo TK , 1999 
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Pre -Authoring Stage 
• Select the multimedia computer and its component 
• Acquire the multimedia elements and the necessary structure for creating and 
editing 
The Authoring Stage 
• Choose an authoring tool to best suit your need 
• Use the chosen authoring tool to import the media and add special effects, 
navigation and interactivity 
Post Authoring Stage 
• Choose on a storage medium for the finished interactive multimedia 
application 
• Decide and deliver application to users. 
2.8.3. Introduction of Authoring Tools 
Macromedia Director 
Director is an essential piece of multimedia authoring tool, allowing you to 
create your own interactive multimedia software packages to run on Mac or PC 
even if user has broad programming experience. Director is actually frame- based 
animation program. Someone who applied animation cell management to a 
computer spread sheet originally designed .Each cell of the spread sheet contained 
graphics into in the form of a bitmap. Then the spread sheet becomes a score, 
. When the score's cell was automatically sequenced using the computer built- in 
-clock , the bitmap images would sequence on the screen in a wind w. Animation 
also can be inserted which wiJJ be controlled by a prcad sheet. 
Director is the main tool used for authoring M .. II wa originally 
designed as a package to into zrato black and white animation and sound, 
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Director has evolved into a sophisticated tool allowing you to combine text, 
sound, animation, graphics and video, and to add user interaction using the high- 
level Lingo language. 
Simple diagrams and texts , as well as sound can be supplementary product line - 
produced with Macromedia Director. However the used data or actor are 
imported by special programs . 
This is then integrated together to form a complete work join. To really uncover 
the power of Macromedia Director , users must understand how to do command 
scripting .Macromedia' s scripting language is called Lingo. With Lingo ,users can 
write scripts to control objects , branching and even outside devices -Iike disc 
players. But the best thing about Director is that users can create run-time 
versions of users program, called projectors that users can distribute freely. 
Director started out on the Macintosh platform , but it has grown more robust 
throughout its evolution becoming a true cross platform multimedia authoring 
tool. 
Authorware 
Authorware has flexibility and power, and handles multi.media elements 
appropriately for high-end development. Authorware also offers the potential 
for cross-platform development (that is developing a program that can run on 
both Windows and Macintosh machines) - but development must take place 
on the Macintosh and be transferred to a Windows machine. Most people 
believe that it is easier to develop in two platforms in parallel, than to use a 
'cross-platform' tool. The latest version of Authorware offers the ability to 
transfer your creations to transfer your creations to Shockwave (which 
enables you to play Macromedia Authorware (slowly) over the Web). 
Authorware is therefore being promoted as an intranet tool. (An intranet is a 
network within an r anizari n, as opp se t the Internet.) Authorware i al o 
integrated with Director. However Director will not run on Windows 3.1, only 
on Window 95, and 3.1 i still tho University standard, althou h thi will 
shortly chan io. 
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Authorware Academic 
Authorware Academic is a cheap (~$150), cut down (only 300 icons in an 
application) version of Authorware Professional, designed for educational 
institutions. There aren't too many high-powered versions of Authorware 
Academic around, and it is similar to a prior product, Authorware Star, which 
did not handle multimedia or complex programming well, but was ideal for 
very simple products. 
AimTech IconAuthor 7.0 
Icon Author is similar to Authorware in look and feel but different in terms of 
capability. IconAuthor's selling point is 'programming not required' and may 
be one of the most appropriate tools for those with little interest in the finer 
details of authoring. The product is released by Aimtech but is distributed in 
Australia by PPS technology who have excellent descriptions of the Icon 
Author product. IconAuthor is not good for programming. IcortAuthor is also 
aiming at the Internet/HTML market, by allowing the transfer of IconAuthor 
to HTML. 
Macromedia Flash 
Macromedia Flash (developed by Macromedia) is the leading vector graphics 
technology for designing high-impact, low-bandwidth web sites. Flash is the 
solution for producing and delivering high impact Web sites, as wen as resizable 
and extremely well organized 
SWF (ShockWave Flash) is the file format used by Macromedia lash t deliver 
graphics, animation and sound over the Internet. These techniques are rapidly 
changing the way we play, work, or ju t browse nline. 
What are vector graphics? Vector aphics, which manipulate c rdinate and 
mathematical formulas rather than pixel-by-pixel bitmaps, produce ' aphic files 
that are one-tenth the ize f bitmaps. 
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Additionally, SWF can deliver animation, rich colors, sound, and interactivity. 
Moreover, this approach downloads faster, it's scalable (more on this below), and 
it boasts higher quality than other graphics formats, 
Adobe PhotoShop 6.0 
Adobe® Photoshop® 6.0 software introduces the next generation of image editing 
with powerful new features that offer something for every user. 
Delivering the broadest and most productive toolset available, Photoshop helps 
you explore your creativity, work at peak efficiency, and achieve the highest 
quality results across all media. As the industry standard for digital image 
manipulation software , Adobe Photoshop has revolutionized the photography and 
prepares industries and has provided commercial and fine artist with an exciting 
new medium for photographic editing. Adobe has integrated into Photoshop a 
design based upon traditional photo manipulation technique, where tools and 
processes directly correspond with those used in 'physical' photography. 
Photoshop introduces features and enhancements that go far beyond the 
capabilities of the darkroom technician, thanks to digital technology· yet through 
an interface based on traditional technique, Adobe ensures a relevant, familiar, but 
powerful program environment. Covering a few of the general elements of the 
program will give users a better perspective on how it works, allowing us to 
uncover technicalities (tools and various command techniques) in more efficient 
terms. 
Adobe Acrobat 
If you are interested in converting large quantities of written documents into 
electronic format Adobe's Acrobat technology has a lot of advantages. It remains 
the easiest and fastest way to convert word processed and graphic file into a 
cross-platform, network deliverable format. Acrobat' PD ' format and Acr but 
Reader technology are easy to distribute on D .. R M, LAN or via tho Web, and 
the PDF format retain. a remarkable fidelity to tho original d cument, including 
imported figure , scanned images, ircck character , and formulas. 
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PDF files are larger, however, than HTML, the native language of the Web, but 
the creator has some latitude for compressing files further with a subsequent Joss 
of image detail. 
The creation of PDF files requires the purchase of Adobe's Acrobat. This package 
gives several options for creating PDF files for multiple users on both PC's and 
Mac's, but creating a PDF files can. be as simple as printing a document. 
The shortcoming of Acrobat is that users are required to download and install the 
Acrobat plug-in or helper application, Acrobat Reader. But many Web surfers 
already have Acrobat because it is so commonly used on the Web and it is 
frequently bundled with Web browsers. Searching through many Acrobat files on 
a Web site is possible if a web server's search engine supports that feature. Our 
main web server can. index and search PDF files. 
Acrobat also allows you to add hyperJinks within and between documents, embed 
audio or video files, and build truly interactive documents. The text within PDF 
files is now readily editable however, so ~1pdating hyperlinked PDF files can be 
laborious. 
If you want to convert large quantities of highly formatted documents into 
electronic format Acrobat is an easy standard to recommend. Even though it 
requires special software on the users' end, its ease of use, fidelity and versatility 
make it a clear leader in the electronic document field. 
Macromedia Fireworks 4.0 
Macromedia created Fireworks as a complete graphics applications aimed 
towards Web designers. ft offers more advanced image control than existing 
packages, such as Photoshop or CorelDraw, for work that specifically relates to 
the Internet. Firework enables web designers to produce high quality ima es, 
export them in a variety offile fonnaf while reteinin 'excellent file rzo 
compression. 
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PDF files are larger, however, than HTML, the native language of the Web, but 
the creator has some latitude for compressing files further with a subsequent loss 
of image detail. 
The creation of PDF files requires the purchase of Adobe's Acrobat. This package 
gives several options for creating PDF files for multiple users on both PC's and 
Mac's, but creating a PDF files can be as simple as printing a document. 
The shortcoming of Acrobat is that users are required to download and install the 
Acrobat plug-in or helper application, Acrobat Reader. But many Web surfers 
already have Acrobat because it is so commonly used on the Web and it is 
frequently bundled with Web browsers. Searching through many Acrobat files on 
a Web site is possible if a web server's search engine supports that feature. Our 
main web server can index and search PDF files. 
Acrobat also allows you to add hyperlinks within and between docurn nt , embed 
audio or video files, and build truly interactive documents. The text within PDF 
files is now readily editable however, so updating byperlinked PDF file can b 
laborious. 
If you want to convert large quantities of highly formatted documents into 
electronic format Acrobat is an. easy standard to recommend. Even th ugh it 
requires special software on the users' end, it ease of use, fidelity and ver atiliry 
make it a clear leader in the electronic document field. 
Macromedia Fireworks 4.0 
Macromedia created Fireworks as a complete graphic applications aimed 
towards Web designers. It offer m re advanced image control than existing 
packages, such a Photoshop r rel raw, for w rk that specifically r lates to 
the Internet. "'irew rk enable web de i mer 1 pr duce hi h quality image • 
export I hem in n variety of file formal. while rctainin 1 e cellent file size 
compression. 
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Fireworks surpasses other rivals as it also enables you to edit text, graphics and 
effects at any stage during production. Fireworks also simplifies the process of 
making JavaScript buttons with mouseover effects, all combined with automatic 
HTML generation. 
This products is obviously aimed squarely at web designers who are currently 
restricted by the limitations of Photos hop and the endless workarounds that are 
necessary to convert images accurately to the web. 
Fireworks, in addition to greater palette features, has well-developed type control 
and vector tools for creating and editing lines, shapes, and Bezier paths. 
Fireworks goes one better than most by offering paint-style brush strokes, texture 
fills and special effects such as bevels and drop shadows. All objects can be 
scaled, skewed, rotated and made transparent. Fireworks, again surpasses 
Photoshop by enabling you to modify effects at any stage and update them 
onscreen. When you change an object, Fireworks retains and updates the effect . 
The Painting Tools are similar to current paint programs, with convenient points 
and dragging control handles. Fireworks improves on the rivals, a after you' e 
defined a vector shape, you can select a bit-map paint style to stroke the path. In 
addition the original vectors still remains editable. The paint styles als includ 
oil brushes, charcoals and watercolors, as well as the standard solid strokes. 
All normal drawing functions are provided, including grouping, layering and a 
snap-able grid. Missing are Boolean controls and the ability to I ck or hide 
individual shapes. Drawing tools include standard primitives as well as freehand 
text and Bezier pen - with a welcome modification to the Pen tool: When you 
click an initial point and drag out a handle to start a curve, the program displa a 
rubber-banding curve that h ws what y ur hape will look like when you click 
the next p int. 
In addition to fill and stroke, any objecl can have a Live ffect added to it. The e 
effects in ludo inner and outer bev t dr p , hadows, halo. and I w , each with a 
number of parameters that can be changed at any time. Y u can apply m re than 
one affect to an object by 1roupi11 ~ the object with it's effect, add an ther effect, 
ro11p, ... etc. 
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Fireworks does a very good job in converting shapes into a bit-map. It can also 
import bit-map images created in another programs, such as Freehand, and edits 
them using its editing tools. There are also a sleuth of brush, rubber-stamp, 
graphic-primitive and bucket tools, as well as blur and sharpen filters. Any Adobe 
Photoshop compatible filter can also be applied. 
Fireworks shows it superiority over rival packages with its excellent image map 
tools. This tools allow you to create very powerful server-side image maps. The 
URL toolbar allows you to draw primitive shapes and then assign URLs to each. 
Navigation images oan be created in a few simple steps. Fireworks also includes 
tools for creating simple animated GIFs. 
ToolBook 11 Instructor 
ToolBook U Instructor is the 'complete' Too1Book. Although some templates 
are provided, it is necessary to learn some of the Tool Book scripting languag . 
ToolBook programming is based on the paradigm of a book. ach file i 
considered a book, consisting of separate screens called 'pages'. The 'pages' 
are filled with 'objects' such as 'fields' which can contain text, graphical 
objects like circles or Jines, and media objects like bitmaps or digital vide 
ToolBook is powerful in terms of its native (somewhat 'object-oriented') 
scripting power - and is therefore appealing to programmers. There i a 
sizeable learning curve and it takes even experienced people a while to 
become proficient. ToolBook also promotes itself as offering interacti e 
Internet capability, however, like all other authoring-package-to-HTML 
converters (such as Powerl'oint and Authorware), it is nly applicable to 
intranet situations. (An intranet is a network within an organization, oppo e to 
the Internet.) 
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Toolbook II Assistant 
ToolBook TI Assistant is designed for those who are not interested in learning 
how to program. Assistant provides a number of templates of computer 
assisted learning packages such as multiple-choice quizzes, tutorials and so 
on. Extra features are provided by assembling 'widgets' - small building 
blocks of software - on the page to create your desired program. Scoring, 
responses to answers and so on, are all part of the basics provided. Obviously 
it is a restricted environment. 
Microsoft FrontPage 
The Microsoft FrontPage is a tool that can be used as a web site creation and 
management tool gives everything that is need to create and manage exactly 
the site whatever creating a personal Web page or corporate Internet or 
intranet site. It is easy to use and produces good result. It allows yon to in ert 
graphics, create tables , forms and either advanced HTML features in an 
intuitive fashion. It gives you a graphical overview of your web site , h wing 
links between all your documents and installs your own personal Web server. 
2.8.4 Scripting For Multimedia 
A complete understanding of the component parts of the content and the 
places where there may be occasion for the user to move sideways or 
diagonally through the content as well as up and down. lt i also important to 
remember that an interactive viewer has control over the order I which th 
information is presented- there is no definite beginning, middle or end. 
Alternatively .the program might need to track what th user ha done and 
tailor access to the rest f the information accordingly. The content is 
intertwined with media types and techniques becau e they affect each other. 
The main section secti n of contcn! in an application might involve the u e 
f diff rent media , and may wall have had differ nt p pie , cri t ther . 
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This might mean that they have component integrity but not cross-component 
integrity .Another problem might be that each sections has different 
weighting-one could be 2 minutes long, another 20 minutes long. Unless there 
is a good reason, different treatment of the depth of the content risks leaving 
the user puzzled and unsatisfied. The purpose of the communication affects 
the breadth and depth of the contest. People absorb different types of 
information indifferent ways and for different reasons. 
Multimedia scripting is compJicated and demands a complex set of skills. 
These includes : 
-Making decision on what material is relevant, 
-Deciding which media would be rjght for the purpose, 
-Scripting various levels of materials in different media, 
-Providing the cohesion between the level by providing navigation 
diagrams /flow charts, 
-understanding the user and the implications of user choice on the structure of 
the material, 
-being able to communicate with and instruct the programmer, 
-keeping the vision of the whole dissecting it into fragments, 
-organizing the material inl a detailed de i m document that the team can 
understand. 
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Lingo Scripting 
Lingo, Director's scripting language, adds interactivity to a movie. Often Lingo 
accomplishes the same tasks-such as moving sprites on the Stage or playing 
sounds-that you can accomplish using Director's interface. 
Much of Lingo's usefulness, however, is in the flexibility it brings to a movie. 
Instead of playing a series of frames exactly as the Score dictates, Lingo can 
control the movie in response to specific conditions and events. 
For example, whether a sprite moves can depend on whether the user clicks a 
specific button; when a sound plays can depend on how much of the sound has 
aJready streamed from the Internet. 
Behaviors are pre-existing sets of Lingo instructions. Attaching behavi rs to 
sprites and frames lets you add Lingo's interactivity without writin 1 ingo script 
yourself. 
If you prefer writing scripts to using Director's interface and behavi r , Lin 
provides an alternative way to implement common Director fcatur ; fore iample, 
you can use Lingo to create animation, stream movies from the web, perf rm 
navigation, format text, and respond to user actions with the keyboard and m use. 
Writing Lingo also lets you do some things that the Score alone can't d 
example, Lingo's lists let you create and manage data arrays and Ling p rator 
let you perform mathematical operations and combine tring f text. We an 
also write our own behaviors that perform tasks beyond tho e possible with the 
behaviors that already have available. 
2.8.5 Other Tools 
oolEdit 2000 
• Rec rd fil s from a , keyb ard, or any ignal played through your sound 
card. 
• Hdil and rnaster audi with profc sional di aitnl t ol . 
• Read ond write MP3 usin raunhofer-based c dee . 
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• Convert files from one format to another-Cool Edit 2000 is the ultimate audio 
transJator 
• Touch up files with functions like Filter, Amplify, Compress, Stretch, and 
Noise. 
• Add fantastic effects with Reverb, Delay, Echo, Flanger, Distortion, and 
Envelope Generate Silence, Noise (White, Pink, or Brown), DTMF Signals, 
and Tones. 
• Create sound effects of your own. 
• Analyze audio with Spectral View and Frequency Analysis. 
• Convert samp1e types with noise shaping. 
• Use the Cue List and Play List to cue up and play the segment you peoify. 
• Create named Presets to store your favorite processing function erring . 
• Create Scripts for automated proce sing and batch opcrati n . 
• File formats include: MP3, WA V, AJF, AU, VOX, and export to RealMedia 
G2 
SoundForge 5.0 
Sound Forge is Sonic Foundry's award-winning two-track digital audio editor. 
Sound Forge includes a powerful set of audio processes, tools, and effect for 
manipulating audio. This one-of-a-kind application i perfect for audio 
editing, audio recording, effects processing and media en oding. C mbine 
Sound Forge with any Windows-compatible sound card to create, record and 
edit audio files. The clean and familiar Window interfa e make editing a 
breeze. It aJso has built-in support for video and CD burning and can save to a 
number of audio and video file f rmat • including WA V, WMA, RM, A VI, 
and MP3. 
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2.8.6 Comparison On Authoring Tools 
Two of the famous Authoring tools Authorware and Macromedia Director 
were compared . And the results were: 
Authorware 
• Information navigation 
• Business, Educational applications 
• Kiosks (information provision) 
• Prototyping business applications 
• lf it were a magazine it would be: 
FACE 
- trendy yet easy to read and 
functional 
- the magazine has a holistic 
design philosophy 
• Education/Business use growing 
• Easy to use 
• Flow chart -type- metaphor 
• Focus on: information navigation 
& product 
• Bad: can be critic when used in 
anger 
• Good: information navigation, 
ease of use, indexin ', 
education for BT and 
PS /MP S in bu inc s 
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Director 
• [n your face multimedia 
• Magazines, Games 
• Kiosks (full multimedia) 
• Experimental advanced interfaces 
• lf it were a magazine it would be: 
W1RED 
- full on graphic - difficult t 
navigate 
- every page designed for L 
impact 
• xtensively use in the Multimedia 
industry (# l app) 
• Complicated to use 
• Film (actors, story line) metaphor 
• ocus n: product 
• Bad: complicated, heavy on 
scripting 
• od: multimedia handling, 
2D animation 
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Two mo.re other Authoring Too] which is more popular in image -editing.These 
software's are used to edit image that are used in a production. The two softwares that 
were compared are Adobe Photoshop 6.0 and Macromedia Fireworks 4.0. From the 
research there are certain features that Photosbop has that Fireworks doesn't have. 
They are: 
1. Full-featured image editing 
Fi.reworks is adequate for buttons , banners , and such , but it falls 
short when you need to create more complex , photographic imagery. 
Having much more precise tools for image masking and color 
correction, Photoshop is indispensable for realistic retouching and 
composting of photos. 
2. Faster , more flexible vector editing 
Renowned for its industry-leading image editing, Photo hop 11 w 
provides a seamless way to combine raster images with crisp , ector 
edges. Unlike Fireworks, Photoshop 6.0 software offer h e 
Pathfinder operations to add , subtract , or otherwi e combine imple 
shapes without losing the individual paths . Photoshop also provides a 
wide variety of customizable shape libraries in logos , buttons and 
other designs . 
3. Wider range of creative effects . 
The controls for such effect ' a drop had w and b els are much 
more extensive in Pbotoshop then in Fireworks , allowing design 
profess ionals more creative freed m o a 1 av id cookie-cutter 
desi m . For example, Photo hop has twice a many drop shadow 
coutr I a. hr work , and in re than four time a many bevel 
control,'. Plus, I hotoshop ft ware' collecti n f m re than 95 filters 
oe well cyond the handful f effect availa J in ir w rk . 
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4. One-click rollover creation 
Creating rollover effects in Photoshop is much easier process required 
in Fireworks. The new roUover style feature in Pbotosbop allows you 
to create JavaScript rollovers as simply as clicking on a rollover style 
in the style in the styles palette . The selected layer is automatically 
sliced , and the associated effects are applied to each rollover state . 
Save your own custom rollover states just as easily , making it easy to 
apply the same effects to multiple buttons . 
2.9 Comparison of Existing Systems 
2.9. l TECFA 's XML page 
A multimedia teaching page that teaches XML . This page is divided into 
different stages and parts. It is divided into six main parts. They are 
1.X.ML rm TECFA 
§ 1.1 Teaching XML@ TECFA § 1.2 Software installed at Tecfa § 1.3 Plan for 
Ji@ 
2.Documentation & Validation 
§ 2.1 Qn-llne Validation§ 2.2 Manuals§ 2.3 Specifications. standard and 
official propaganda§ 2.4 FAQ's§ 2.5 On-line Mags§ 2.6 NewsGroup and 
Mailing Lists§ 2.7 General Tutorials § 2.8 Other Tutorial (XML Schema. 
Xlink. etc.)§ 2.9 Introductory Articles§ 2.10 Other Article 
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5.DTD's, schemas. stylesheets, example XML etc. 
§ 5 .1 Indexes § 5 .2 Text § 5 .3 XML Contents and DTDs § 5 .4 Other DTDs § 
5.5 General articles about schemas§ 5.6 XML in education 
6.XML Links 
§ 6.1 Some maior general indexes § 6.2 Indexes in french I en frafl&'ais 
This page has a broad view on XML rather than concentrating on one part in 
XML. 
2.9.2 Working With XML 
The Java TM XML Tutorial, is an online manual that can quickly get you up to 
speed writing XML code and XML-based software for end-user application . 
Using step-by-step walkthroughs and lots of code examples. 
The Tutorial is divided into sections that cover the following major topic 
• explains the basics of XML and gives you a guide to the acronyms a ciatcd 
with it. It also provides an overview of the Java X1v1L APls you can u e to 
manipulate XML-based data. 
• Serial Access with the Simple API for XML (SAX} walks ou through the 
process of creating an XML file and tells you how to read it sequentially, walking 
you through the ca11backs the parser makes to event-handling methods ou 
supply. 
• XML nnd the Document Object Mod.el (DOM) explain how to create and 
manipulate a hierarchy of data object so you can randomly access it and modify 
its contents. 
• ()sing XSJ~T h w how to transform an XML structure into a different format. 
Thi is als the API y u u ct write an XML file fr m a tr e f objects in 
mem ry and l create XML from an arbitrary d curnent tructure. 
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2.9.3 XML Teaching 
A flash interactive with animated tutorials .This online package contains flash 
interactive interfaces that teaches users about XML.It contains questions and 
answers that can help users understand XML better. 
2.10 Project Outcome 
After comparing the other teaching tools that are available.Learning XML will 
have better features such as: 
-Comprehensive 
-Interesting interfaces 
•Contains movie clips, comprising animations,graphic , digitized video and 
audio 
•Help file that helps users to get around better 
-User friendly 
CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter covers the project backf,'TOund study that is an introduction t XML 
and the differences between HTML and SGM . Lt al o explain about the t nns 
the elements and the importance of multimedia and it u age in the package. nu 
chapter als ha findings of the project on how information and requir ment 
were gathered. The introduction on auth ring t I and the c mpari on for these 
tools were done in this chapter. The comparison on the existing system is also 
explained in thi chapter 
Faculty of ,ompulor Science & Information T ·chnology · 
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CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY 
3.1 An Introduction on System Analysis 
The system is part of the development of the whole package. This analysis will 
help in the choice of the type of tools to use as well as the functional and non - 
functional requirements. Both of these are part of the requirement analysis and 
requirements specifications. 
The process of analysis involves the following procedures : 
a) Problem Identification 
b) Evaluation and Synthesis 
c) Modeling 
d) Specification 
The objective of this analysis is to: 
• Analyze the various tools available and choose the mo t uitable 
• Determine the different model 
• Determine the hardware and software requirement 
a)Problem Identification 
Before a new system can be built , we must identify problems that need to be 
solved in order to ensure its succe s. 
For this multimedia teaching package , the following problem must be ol ed 
before tarting this project: 
(i) What type of information hould be put into the project 
(ii) How to present the information to the u er. 
(iii) H wt put inf rmation into the multimedia teaching package 
b)Evaluation and ynthe is 
In this state analysis of the probl .m need t bed ne by r aking the problems 
into smaller purl S( that the pr blern will be oa. icr to b under to cl and can be 
solved. 
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The following problems are the system requirements that must be divided : 
(i) where to co11ect the information 
(ii) mode of presenting the information (text, graphic, animation .etc) 
(iii) what software will be used 
(iv) what are the requirements when the package is running 
c)Modeling 
A model was created to gain a better understanding of the actual entity to be 
built. The mode] focuses on what the system wi11 run on usually a graphical 
notation ( such as data flow diagram ) allow one to have a clear idea when 
designing the system. 
This system will have six different moduJe. This has benefit s becau e if 
mistake is made in one of the module, it does not effect the other modules and 
problem can be solved quickly because the separate module is mall. 
Another benefit is after one of the module is fini hed , it i ea aluat an 
final1y integrate with other modules. 
d)Specification 
The requirements specification is a complete picture that defines what the 
system should do. 1t would be used in the system design and sy tern analy i 
3.2 Overview of the methodology process 
Methodology is a proce s that is used to develop a ystem. It i important to 
understand the nature of a program when developing a system. The services that 
the ystem sh uld provide and the con train under which it must operate must 
bee t:ablished from the beginning f the ystem development process. 
Thero are many pdvanla 10s 1ha1 an be a hicv d by d ing re ·earch early in the 
sy tom development process. 
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The developer is able to get through understanding of the requirements of the 
proposed system and will ensure that objectives of the system are fulfilled. 
Early research also gives the developer a clearer and better view of the system 
features to be incorporated through analysis of currently existing system. 
3.3 System Development Methodology 
Each methodology has its own strength and weakness. The traditional Waterfall 
Model is most useful because it provides a framework of stages to ease project 
management and it has been well used and tested in the industry. To solve the 
inherent problems , prototyping needs to be integrated to recognize the iterati e 
nature of the software development model adopted for this project. The figure 
3. 1 below depicts the system development model adopted for this project. 
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Requirement 
System 
Analysis 
Evolutionary 
Construction I 
Implementation 
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The methodology adopted for this project is a modified version combining the 
benefits of both waterfall model and prototyping approach . It recognizes th.at 
the nature of distinctive stages in the waterfall model will help determine 
project milestone and this ease project management. 
The following explains the stages in the methodology : 
1. System Analysis-The problem and the current manual or computerized 
system is analyzed. Information is collected from user. User 
requirements are defined and specified. A requirement 
specification is the output of this stage. 
2. System Design - The requirements are mapped into system design. Design 
issues are decided upon here. This involves input, output, 
database, user interface and designing other aspects. A 
design specification is the output of this stage. 
3. Implementation -The software design is transformed into program codes. 
The system and the database are put onto web server. The 
output of this stage is an operational system readily to be 
tested. 
Validation and verification are carried out . Verification 4. Testing 
seeks to match the system with user requirements. Testing 
involves unit testing, integration testing, system testing 
and acceptance testing. The outcome from this stage is a 
validated and verified operational system. 
5 . Operational and -The system is put into practical use. Changes are made to 
Maintenance the system whenever there is need to correct error , to 
perfect the system and to adapt the changes in the 
requirements of environments. 
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An evolutionary prototype is adapted to compensate the limitations of the 
waterfall model. In the stage of system design, it seeks to evaluate different 
design approaches. During the stage of implementation , it is to evolve into a 
full scale final system. 
Since the prototype is evolutionary in nature , it is built knowing that it will 
become the full system ultimately. Hence the prototype is built in a modular 
fashion. Codes are reused whenever possible. Software quality is stressed and 
documentation is done throughout programming of the prototype. 
3.3.1 Justification 
By developing prototype functions instead of huge specifications , the user is 
given a real- life feedback of the end result. Accomplished through forth 
generation languages, this leads to a quick system design intended for full 
system testing, and can be enhanced over time until it is user-acceptable and 
optimal in terms of operations. Thus , such languages offer a unique approach 
that replaces the traditional system development steps in reaching a satisfactory 
solution in terms of end user computing. The method can be used all the way 
from the actor or function level to the node structure level to help decide if a 
system is feasible. 
3·3.2Strength 
• By using the prototype process, customers or designers are able to try out a 
requirement before agreeing to it. 
• User can discover requirement errors or oversight early i11 the software 
process. Requirement validation process consist of seven factors : correctness 
.consistency, completeness , realistic , needed, verifiable and traceable. 
• Misunderstanding between software developers and users may be identified 
while the system functions are demonstrated. 
• User services which are difficult to use or unclear may be found and 
corrected. 
• hlcomplete and/or inconsistent requirements may be found and corrected. 
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• In a short time , a working system is available to demonstrate the capabilities 
and usefulness of the application to management; however , this working 
system is limited. 
• The specification for a production - quality system can be derived from the 
prototype. 
• Prototyping can be viewed as a risk reduction technique. Experiments have 
shown that prototyping reduces the number of problems connected to 
requirement specifications and the overall development cost may be lower if a 
prototype is deve]oped. 
J.3.3Weakness 
• Progress is difficult to measure since it is not visible. Also if the systems are 
developed rapidly , documentation is usualJy not created to reflect each 
version of the system. 
• The system may be poorly structured,. The constant change is harmful to the 
software structure. 
• Special skills are often required. SmalJ teams of talented and motivated 
individuals are needed to succeed with prototyping. 
• Major technical problems revolve around the need for rapid software 
deve]opments. 
• Prototype users or evaluators may be pressured by managers to dram quick 
conclusion concerning the prototype. 
3·4 
Software Development Tools Analysis 
3· 4· 1 Authoring Tools 
Macromedia Director 8.0 
Macromedia Director 8.0 is one of the most common authoring t ols. 
01iginally for Macs, it is now available for all Windows-based platform . 
Director uses the metaphor of a theatre, with a 'stage' and a 'ca t' of objects. 
Director is 1ess powerful than Authorware or Toolbook a it i les of a 
Prognunming environment, but it is worth considcrin ' f r hi ,hly 'raphi al 
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computer-assisted learning packages with straightforward interactions. n 
Animation capabilities are very good. 
Other commonly used multimedia authoring packages are Asymetrix Toolbook, 
Macromedia Authorware, Apple Media Toolkit, Supercard. These packages 
have some of the features be]ow; Director has all oftbem. 
• Excellent animation possibilities - allowing you to specify which layer a 
graphic is in re]ative to others, and removing the drudgery of setting up 
animations in other packages. 
• Cross-platform compatibility - allowing p]ayback on Mac or PC, given certain 
limitations. It is now being written for Silicon Graphics workstations too. 
• Object orientation aJlows greater leveJs of contro] than an icon-based 
procedural package such as Authorware. 
• Ability to set up a multi-window program, fully utilizing the potential of 
Windows and System 7, and allowing messages to be sent between windows. 
• Director can be extended using X Objects, code segments written in C++ or 
another lower level language to address Windows (or the Mac OS) directly. 
• Royalty free distribution. 
• Huge user base ensuring future development. 
• Exciting future as Shockwave, the Director engine shortly to be integrated 
with the Netscape Internet browser. 
• Cost effective. Much cheaper than Authorware if you want to sell your 
packages. 
Macromedia Flash 5.0 
Macromedia Flash allows to create a Web experience that is more attractive, 
more compelling, and compatible with more browsers than with any other Web 
solution. Dynamic HTML (DHTML), Java, and other advanced web design 
web formats are not reliable alternatives, since they're either compatible or 
inconsistent with different browsers. With Macromeclia Flash Players pervasive 
penetration. wide availability, scalable vectors, animation, sound and more 
Macromedia Flash provide the high production quality that attracts users and 
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make them impressed. Macromedia Flash is light weight and powerful, 
Macromedia's Flash helps solve the bandwidth dilemma faced by developers. 
Sites use this technology to create buttons and controls that give animated 
feedback which will make the production more interesting. 
Adobe PhotoShop 6.0 
Adobe® Photoshop® 6.0 software introduces the next generation of image editing 
with powerful new features that offer something for every user. Delivering the 
broadest and most productive toolset available, Photoshop helps you explore your 
creativity, work at peak efficiency, and achieve the highest quality results across 
all media Adobe Photoshop 6.0 software introduces the next generation of image 
editing capabilities with powerful new features that offer something in every user. 
It can: 
• Expand Beyond Pixels 
Photoshop 6.0 redefines traditional image editing with integrated vector 
drawing tools and new layer design features that greatly enhance your 
creative options. 
• Produce superb Graphics 
Photoshop 6. 0 expands its web toolkit to provide more timesaving, 
Production-oriented features including Adobe Image Ready 3.0 for 
advanced multimedia production 
• Master the power of Pbotoshop quickly 
Photoshop 6.0 is designed to make it faster and easier for everyone to 
get to work and its comprehensive toolset more fully. 
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3.4.2 Programming TooJs 
Lingo, Director's scripting language, adds interactivity to a movie. Often Lingo 
accomplishes the same tasks-such as moving sprites on the Stage or playing 
sounds-that you can accomplish using Director's interface. 
Much of Lingo's usefulness, however, is in the flexibility it brings to a movie. 
Instead of playing a series of frames exactly as the Score dictates, Lingo can 
control the movie in response to specific conditions and events. 
For example, whether a sprite moves can depend on whether the user clicks a 
specific button; when a sound plays can depend on how much of the sound has 
already streamed from the Internet. 
Behaviors are pre .. existing sets of Lingo instructions. Attaching behaviors to 
sprites and frames Jets you add Lingo's interactivity without writing Lingo 
scripts yourself. 
If you prefer writing scripts to using Director's interface and behaviors, Lingo 
provides an alternative way to implement common Director features; for 
example, you can use Lingo to create animation, stream movies from the web, 
perform navigation, format text, and respond to user actions with the keyboard 
and mouse. Writing Lingo also lets you do some things that the Score alone 
can't do. For example, Lingo's lists let you create and manage data arrays, and 
Lingo operators let you perform mathematical operations and combine strings 
of text. We can also write our own behaviors that perform tasks beyond those 
possible with the behaviors that already have available. 
3.4.3 Other Tools 
SoundForge 5.0 
Why use SoundForge 5.0? 
• Powerful editing features 
Sound Forge provides a combination of over 35 audio effects and processes 
with more than 200 presets. It includes dozens of editing features including: 
Cut, Paste, Move, Delete, Mute, Reverse, Crossfade, Trim, Normalize, Fade, 
Pan, Resample Enhance, Insert Silence, and more. 
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• Amazing effects 
Sound Forge includes 20 DirectX Audio Plug-Ins, including, and, which can 
be used for acoustic simulation and microphone modeling. 
•The entire arsenal of effects includes Amplitude Modulation, Chorus, Delay, 
Distortion, Flange, Gapper, Noise Gate, Pitch Bend, Reverb, Vibrato, Time 
Compression, Wave Hammer™ and more. Sound Forge also includes three 
Eqs=-Graphic, Parametric, and Paragraphic and supports DirectX Plug-Ins 
from third party applications. 
• Support for many file formats 
Sound Forge supports a wide range of audio formats, including 12 import 
formats and 17 export formats, such as WAV, Windows Media™ Audio, 
RealAudio® and MP3. 
•Cost value 
Sound Forge includes more than $800 of free software,such as XFXl TM, 
including Learn more about these products by clicking on the hyperlinks that 
are provided. 
• Ease of use 
Sound Forge provides simple drag-and-drop operations and a customizable 
interface, allowing you to build projects the way you want. Sound Forge also 
supports standard Windows® keyboard commands and mouse shortcuts. 
• Protected work environment 
Sound Forge includes auto crash recovery, which allows you to recover lost 
work after a power failure or system crash. Sound Forge also includes a 
powerful undo/redo history feature, which a1lows you to see your entire 
work history at a glance and undo unwanted edits. 
Microsoft Access 2000 
Access is a database platform which makes it possible to develop database 
integrated ASP websites. Because all the information in Access databases is 
contained in a single file, it is easy to upload or download the entire 
database over the FTP or the web. 
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Access allows the user to Jink together data stored in more than one file. It 
stores information in an easily retrievable form. It can store information 
such as text, numbers, dates, currency, pictures and sounds. S well as being 
able to store data , it allows information to be selected easily and quickly. 
The summaries of the information selected can also be printed. 
There are important things that should be considered when setting a up a 
database: 
• type of information that needs to be stored 
• types of information that needs to be retrieved 
• who the data is intended for and how others will use it 
• whether certain parts of the data is restricted to certain users only 
• who is allowed to change or add data 
• If the data refers to actual people, it may need to be registered under 
the Data Protection Act 
Why use Microsoft Access ? 
• Improved wizards. 
The wizards help you create tables, forms, and queries and are even 
more intuitive to use. 
• Name AutoCorrect. 
When you rename a field (column) in a table, the change is 
automatically updated in all dependent tables, queries, and forms. 
• Drag and Drop to Excel. 
You can export data from Access 2000 to Excel 2000 simply by 
dragging the Access 2000 objects into Excel 2000 (tables, queries, 
and so on). This feature is convenient when you maintain information 
on your students in both Access 2000 and Excel 2000 and you need to 
transfer some data from one file to another. 
• Compact on close. 
Databases can grow in size quickly and take up space on your hard 
disk. Access 2000 automatically compresses a database when the file 
is closed l reduce the file size. This is especially useful when space 
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on the hard disk is limited and you are storing databases for a 
number of classes. 
• Report snapshot. 
You can create snapshots of Access 2000 reports that can be 
distributed to a disk, printer, Web page, or e-mail. 
• Data access pages. 
Creating Web pages from the objects in your database is a simple 
process using this new feature in Access 2000. Now your students 
can view and add information to a class database easily from your 
school intranet or from home. 
3·5 Requirement Analysis 
Requirement analysis is an important process the acceptability of the system. 
After it has been delivered it depends on how well it meets the specified needs 
and support the work to be automated. ff the analyst does not discover the real 
requirement, the delivered system is unlikely to meet their expectation.A 
requirement is a feature of the system or a description of something the system 
or a description of something the system is capable of doing in order to fulfill 
the system's purpose. As for this project, the requirements were gathered 
through research on the Internet and books , analyzing on the results from the 
survey conducted , and review of the existing system. 
3· 5· 1 Requirement Elicitation 
Requirement elicitation is a critical part to determine the requirements of the 
projects. A variety of techniques must be used to determine the users need and 
what they really want in the system. The techniques that were used are: 
i) Internet Research-The research was done to find some of the multimedia 
teaching package that was available online . 
ii) Interviewing- Some software engineers were interviewed since XML is 
getting more popular and can be integrated with the languageJava. This 
was to understand on what are the requirements that will be needed and 
have 1·0 added. 
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From what have been gathered ,requirements can be separated into three 
categories : 
• Requirements that absolutely must be met 
• Requirements that are highly desirable but not necessary 
• Requirements that are possible but could not be eliminated 
3.5.2 Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement describes an interaction between the system and its 
environment .It is statements of services the system should provide , how the 
system should react to particular inputs and how the system should behave in 
particular situations. It also describes how the system should .Some of the 
requirements are: 
• Notes Module 
For each topic there will be facts and keywords that are useful for future 
reference. It will also contain a brief overview in what is important in that 
chapter. 
• Interactive Example Module 
In this module there will be example on certain important processes that 
occurred. It will be an interactive module so users will be keen to look at the 
examples. 
• Tutorial Module 
A specific module of tutorials for each chapter that is thought will be 
prepared. This tutorial will be based on the lessons that were thought. Users 
can choose on which topic they will want to do the tutorial. Answers for 
each question will be provided. This is to help them understand each chapter 
better. 
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3.5.3 Non Functional Requirement 
Non-functional Requirements is defined as constrains under which the system 
must operate and the standard which must be met in the delivered system. 
User Interface 
• TI1e system is required to have an interface that is specifically intended to 
allow the user to access the internal components of the system in a relatively 
easy fashion and without having to know specifically how everything is put 
together or bow they work together. A common interface must be created in 
order to reduce the learning curve of the users. For this system, the user is 
just using all the common creation to access location without using 
keyboard. The mouse will become the main input for this system. 
Reliability 
• The system should be reliable which mean it does not produce dangerous or 
costly failures when it is used in a reasonable manner.Thar is in a manner 
that a typical user expects as normal. This definition recognize that a system 
may not always be use in the way the designers expect. 
Efficiency 
• A process or a procedure that can be called or accessed in an unlimited 
number of times to produce the similar outcomes or output with predictable 
pace or speed. 
Simplicity 
• A form or screen properly uncluttered in a manner that focu es the user 
attention and its basic layout doesn't confuse the user. 
Understandability 
• In tenn of recovering method used , alJows other programmers to 
understand the logic of program flows thus changes made easily upon the 
necessary program segment without modifying essential part of the 
program. Simple and clear sentences or message are di played o that u er 
can use the system without difficulty. 
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Modularity 
• Modularity is a key factor in good program design. The working of the 
system was broke into modules so that the distinct functions of objects could 
be isolated from one another. This characteristic makes it easier to perform 
testing and maintenance. 
Maintainability 
• Maintainability can be defined as the ease with which software can be 
understood, corrected, adapted and/or enhanced in the future. 
Help 
• The system should provide help to guide and clarify to the user about the 
usage of the system. In this system, there will be instructions for the user to 
tel] them what to do next. Description of certain buttons will be given to let 
the users know the function of the button. 
3.5.4 Prototyping Requirement 
Prototyping means develop a system based on the users criteria t see 
whatever the users criteria could be fulfilled . Meanwhile a part of the 
system is provided to let users evaluate to improve the system. This may 
mean that users could check whatever they are satisfied with all the 
requirement prototyping takes to form. There are two prototypes that can 
be used ,one is the throwaway prototyping and the evolutionary protot 1pe 
.In this teaching package an evolutionary prototype was developed. 
3.5.s R~ntime Requirements 
Hardware requirements: 
• Intel Pentium JI 166 MHz or better 
• Windows 95, 98, 2000, Windows NT 4 
• Min 32 MB RAM 
• Color Monitor 
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• CD-ROM drive 
• 4MB SVGA graphics adapter 
• CD Writer 
• Keyboard, Mouse 
• Speaker, Microphone 
• 16 bit sound card 
• 10 GB of avai1ab1e disk space 
Software Requirements 
• Windows 95/98/2000 
• Internet Explorer 5.0 
• Macro media Director 8. 0 
• Adobe PhotoShop 6.0 
• Flash 5.0 
• Microsoft Access 2000 
• Sound Forge 5.0 
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I 
Methodology 
.Chapter Summary 
This chapter includes the system analysis that was done. It also contains the 
methodology that is used in creating this multimedia teaching package which is the 
modified version combining the benefits of both waterfall model and prototyping 
approach,Here is where the chosen tools are explained. All the requirements of the 
system is including the non-functional, functional and prototyping requirements are 
explored in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 - SYSTEM DESIGN 
4.1 System Design 
System design is a very essential in s development process as it plays a major role in 
determining the success of the system. The system specifications describe the features of 
a system and their appearance to users. The requirements that are concluded from the 
analysis phase are translated into design specifications. Integrate the interface design into 
the overall design. The interface should compliment the whole package , not be tacked on 
at the end. Issues such as navigation and interactivity are often interface problems rat.her 
than anything else. In this chapter the specification of each chapter will be explained. 
After doing a through analysis, I can now design a system that will meet the 
requirements. The objective of this phase is to design an effective system that meets the 
requirements and is within the constraints bounds. 
This is just a basic logical design that is going to be used in designing Learning XML and 
it is subjected to changes. 
4.2 Overview of Learning XML Modules 
4.2.1 Introduction 
• An introduction on XML. It contains the history and the main 
usage of XML. It explains why XML is becoming more popular 
and what advantages it has compared to SGML and HTML. It will explain on 
what is SGML and HTML. 
4.2.i Lessons 
This module has IO Chapters. Below the chapters are explained briefly on what 
does it overa11s contain. 
This chapter explains about the syntax of a XML document. How it is declared 
and how does a XML document has a valid syntax. 
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Chapter 2- Elements 
This chapter explains on the important elements in a XML document. 
It shows what does an element has and how is it declared and the content model. 
Chapter 3- Attributes 
This chapter explains on the attributes of a XML document and how does it differ 
from HTML. The types of attributes , the values and constraints, the default 
specification and the multiple attributes declaration for an element is also 
explained. 
Chapter 4-Writing a File 
This chapter teaches users to write a XML file. It explains the procedure on 
writing the file. Such as how to create the file ,and the next step is to write the 
declarations. Followed by adding a comment, defining the root element, and etc. 
There are many more procedures which will be explained in the teaching package 
Chapter 5 -The XML DTD 
This chapter explains on what is a DTD, why is it used. ft also tells how to get 
stated on a DTD and the types of XML document content. It tells how is the 
anatomy of a DTD and also a the syntax of a DTD. 
Chapter 6- Validation on Schemas 
This chapter explains on what is the correct syntax and schemas for a Well 
Formed XML .It te11s which is a valid XML and it is validated against DTD. 
Chapter 7 - XML Parsers 
This chapter explains on the different XML parsers. To read and update, create 
and manipulate an XML document, a parser is needed. The parsers that will be 
thought on how to use is a parser and how to load an XML file into the parser. 
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Chapter 8- XML and other Specification. 
This chapter explains about the high level overview of various XML-related 
specification and what they mean. There is a lot going on around XML, so there is 
a lot to learn. This chapter will help users to refer to it whenever they came across 
something they are reading. At least it will users to be at least "conversant " with 
XML. 
4.2.3 Tutorials 
There are 2 situational questions where it summaries what have been thought in 
the chapters into 2 different situation. Situation 1 covers what have been thought 
from Lesson I to Lesson 4 that is to write a well-defined XML file. Situation 2 is 
about Lesson 5 that covers about the DTD. 
4.2.4 Library 
A repository on XML coding and other important facts. This is to 
help users to get ready codes and tags so it will be easier for them to use the 
create their own XML documents. 
4.2.s Appendix 
The Appendix contains important keywords in XML and the teaching package. It 
contains all the important keywords in the package so users can find, the 
terminology or explanation they are looking for. 
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4.3 System ModeJing 
A system is are representation of an in-place or proposed system that describes the 
data flow through out the strncture. The model describes the point where data or 
information enters a system and the places where it will be processed, as well as the 
actions taken and the points where data will be output. 
A system model is documented through a variety of design diagrams. A design 
diagram is a graphic or visual representation of a structure. Design diagrams include 
data flow diagram (DFD), structured charts, decision trees, and other items. 
The DFD is used as the system-rnodeling tool for this project so as the structure chart. 
A DFD is a graphical illustration that shows the flow of data and logic within a 
system. 
Reasons why DFD modeling system is used: 
• It gives me the freedom from committing to the technical implementation of the 
system too early. TI1is is because the symbols used does not specify the physical 
aspects of implementation. Therefore it still gives me room for changes and 
enhancing. 
• Using DFD also gives me a better understanding of the interrelatedness of 
systems and subsystems. 
• It allows me to differentiate the system from its environment by locating its 
boundaries. 
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• This model also allows me to communicate the current system knowledge to the 
lecturer, whereby DFD shows an incomplete representation of my understanding, 
therefore any required changes can be incorporated to the system effectively. 
Necessary background is provided so that the data flow diagram will be 
mean:ingful rather than confus:ing. 
• This mode] also aUows me describe each component used in the diagram whereby 
to ensure all necessary output can be obtained from the input data and that 
processing logic is reflected in the diagram. Moreover it also allows early 
detection and correcting en-ors and design flaws in the early stage. 
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S:Yfilbol ~ Description 
Source or destination of External sources or 
data. destination of data, interact 
with the system but are 
outside its boundary. 
0 Process It represents the transformation or processing of information 
within a system. 
<> 
Selection It is used to make a choice 
that interacts with the 
system. 
Data store It i used for showing the 
[ data storage or referenced 
by a process. 
Data flow Tt is used to shox the 
... movement of data from an 
origin to a destination with 
the head of an-ow pointing 
towards the destination. 
~ 
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4.4 Structured module of Learning XML 
Representing the structured module of Learning XML. 
I .Main menu 
Tutorials 
Introduction Lessons 
Lesson l 
Lesson 2 
Lesson 3 
Lesson 4 
Lesson 5 
Lesson 6 
Lesson 7 
Lesson 8 
Exit Appendix Librarv 
Figure 4J :Representing the structured module of Learning XML 
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Figure 4.1 is a concept map that illustrates the structure of the Learning XML 
module. Leaming XML will be divided to three levels: - Introduction level, Lessons 
level and Tutorial level. In the Lesson level it is broken up to 8 chapters whereby 
each chapter is divided into several subtopics. Each subtopic will give the user an 
overview and further explanation of the chapter. So does the Tutorial Level, which 
will have tutorial questions on each chapter abs subtopics. There is an Appendix 
function whereby users can find explanations about certain words or phrases using 
specific keywords. The library function contains on the example of the codes on 
XML and other important fact The quit function allows the user to quit the program 
anytime. 
4.5 Data Flow Diagram for Learning XML 
Selection 
..._u_se_r~__.1~~1--~~-~ Leaming 
XMl. 
Developer 
Record 
Information 
Figure-l.Z: Context Diagram For Learning ,,.\1vff, 
This context diagram for Learning XML is basically in olving the u ers 
and the developer .User does a selection on what is wanted to the ystem 
and from there records of what needed is provided. Developer sends back 
the information to the user. This system is between the user , the teaching 
package and the developer. 
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Level Zero Of Data Flow Diagram 
User 
Selection 
Information 
11 Screen contents 
Fivure 4.3: Level zero of the Data flow diasrram 
This diagram basically reflects the overview on how does the system works. 
Leaming XML is a multimedia teaching package that i pre ented on CD-Rom 
where users can get to learn XML by using this software. Users can nm the D- 
ROM. As soon as the run the system the main interface of Leaming XML will be 
displayed. There users can select on what do they want to access. The creen 
information will be displayed after the selection is done. Users can do as man 
selections by clicking the back button or the home button in case of the need to go 
to another module. Users can exit the system after the information needed is 
given, 
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Level One Of the Data Flow Diagram 
--~--·----·----------------------~ 
Selected Information 
2.3.1 
Introduction 
1 Lessons 
2.3 Main Page 2.2 Select 
Tutorials 
2.3.4 
Appendix 
Figure ./. 4: Level One of DFD For Select Processes 
This data flow diagram actually explains on the level one of the Select 
Processes that was done in Level Zero. It shows that as the user comes to 
the process of Select Preference process. From here the main menu of 
Leaming XML is displayed. Here the user can make a selection on what 
module does it want to go. Users can select Lessons module and go 
through the chapters that are provided there. From there it can go back to 
the main menu and exit after that or go the other modules. It goes for the 
other modules, selection can be done and then user can go through the 
modules that are prepared and later exit the system. As the user is going 
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through a chapter in the lesson module it can choose to skip the next 
chapter and go to another chapter. 
If the user wants to go the other modules that are prepared he can do so by 
clicking the buttons that are provided. Basically this same concept is done 
for all the modules. 
4.6 Database Design 
-
~~~~--'1--~~~·~~~~~-M-u-lti_p_le-~--' Question ~· _ choices 
0 Multiple Answer choice 
0 Keyword Definition 
Figure 4.5: Basic Database Design 
The database is used to store tutorial questions and answer and also the 
quiz Q&A. all the questions are in multiple choice answer there fore the 
user will just have to click the answer. Each question has four multiple 
choice answer and for a set of multiple choice answer there will be just 
one answer. This relative relational will be shown in Ms Access which 
wil1 be used as the software to store the data. The database is also used to 
store the definition of the keywords from the Index function. The entity is 
I : 1 due to the fact that for every specific keyword there. 
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4. 7 Graphical User Interface 
A GUI is a graphical rather than a purely textual user interface for 
communication between the user and a computer. The term Gill came into 
existence because the first interactive user interfaces to computer was text- and- 
keyboard oriented and did not include graphics. Commands had to be typed in 
brief and responses were received from the computer. The command interface of 
DOS operating system is an example of the typical user- computer interface 
before GUT was introduced. 
Most of today's major operating systems provide a graphical user interface. 
Applications typicaJly use the elements of the GUT that come with the operating 
system and add their own GUI elements and ideas to them. GUl elements include 
windows, pull-down menus, button, scroll bars, ionic images, and wizards. With 
the increasing use of multimedia as part of the graphical user interface, other 
components such as audio, motion video and virtual reality interface as likely to 
be integrated into the GUl for many applications . 
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4.8 User Interfaces 
Below are the layouts of the interface design for ITF A. It is not a permanent 
design and can be subjected to changes. This is just to show how the main pages 
will look in the system when its s designed. 
..:J 
:!'.!Done 
Eigure 4.6 The example of the interface when the user comes to do selection ou 
:what it :wants from the system 
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•UJl1 
u. _ I ..U_J 
Figure 4.7 The i.nterface on when the user clicks the Lesson button on the main 
screen 
From here users can click on what le 011 they would like to go to and al o click 
on the button next, back and home. 
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:q" I~~~ I ~ Jo-. ~ "' 
' 
,, " 
Figure 4.8 The interface for the selection on tutorials. 
It basically works in the way as the lesson interface and the buttons w rk, 
Chapter Summary 
This chapter is about the system design. This chapter de cribe the lo rical de ign 
of this system. It includes the systems modules design on what is ing to th ught 
in that chapter, system data flow design and u er interface de ign. It explain 
about the Graphical User Interface. Un
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 Introduction. 
This section will discuss the development strategy as well as type of 
implementations for the whole package. System Development is one of the critical stages 
in developing a system. System implementation is a process that converts the system 
requirements and design into programming codes. This phase at some point involves 
some modifications to the previous design. 
5.2 Development Environment 
Development environment is of vital importance to any sy tem development. rt 
consists of hardware and software requirements. By using the uitable hardwar and 
software, the process of development able to speed up. 
5.2.1. Hardware Tool 
• Pentium Pentium III 266 Mhz Processor 
• 34 X CD Rom Drive 
• 128MbzRAM 
• 20 GB Hard disk 
• Microphone 
• Other standard desktop PC component 
5.2.2 The software required during testing is: 
• Operating System - Microsoft Windows 98 
• Director 8.0 
• Adobe Photo hop 6.0 
• Flush 5.0 
• 01111d 1 or re and ool _,dit 2 00 
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Since this package is about multimedia learning, prototyping should be done. Below are 
reasons why prototyping is needed: 
• Easily change the system should any problem encountered. 
• User interface used could well reflect the user needs . 
Able to find any missing functions and requirements . 
Since this package has already existed in the market, prototyping could be used as a 
template for other implementations. 
• 
• 
S.3 Development Of the System 
For my multimedia package system, the system development tool that was used is 
Director 8.0 and the coding or programming language that involves divided to two. They 
are XML (Extensible Markup Language) and Lingo scripts. The system was de el p d 
Using a modular approach which means that every function that i written in the 
development could be called by other functions in the sy tern. With thi all the 
multimedia elements such as text ,audio , video , graphics and animati n 011ld b 
integrated in the system to make it more interesting. 
S.3.J A Brief Introduction about Director 8.0 
Director is an essential piece of multimedia authoring tool, allowing you to create your 
own interactive multimedia software packages to nm on Mac or P even if u r ha 
broad programming experience. Director i actually frame- based animation program. 
Someone who applied animation cell management to a computer spread sheet riginally 
designed .Each cell of the spread sheet contained graphics into in the form of a bitmap. 
Then the spread sheet becomes a 'score' .When the score's cell was automaticall 
sequenced using tlle computers built- in -clock , the bitmap images would sequence on 
the screen in a window. Animation also can be inserted which will be controlled by a 
spread sheet. Director is the main tool used for authoring CD-ROMs . Jt was originally 
desi nod as a packa re lo integrate lack and white animation and sound, Director has 
evolved into a sophisticated l ol allowing you to combine text, und, animation, 
graphics and video, and to add u er interacti n using the high-level Lin o language. 
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Simple diagrams and texts , as well as sound can be supplementary product line - 
produced with Macromedia Director. However the used data or actor are imported by 
special programs . 
The user surface of the Macromedia Director is divided into 4 main parts : 
• The stage -the backdrop on which all elements of the multimedia presentation 
will perform .The elements are named cast in Macromedia Director. This is where 
all the objects of the application will be displayed. 
• Occupation Place where raw media or also data which are involved in the project. 
• The control desk -Control of trial runs with the creation of the project. 
• The film Script-This is where the script of the film is listed which actor when 
where like for a long time in the project occurs. 
Each module was built with each cast interaction with each other. To first tart the 
development of the system , I st each cast is imported from the files they are need d 
from and automatically they will be placed as an Internal Cast. Thi cast are in the 
form of text, audio, video, graphic or animan n . -r m th re thi Internal ast will 
be dragged to the Score window and will be arranged accordin 1fy on the Stage. 
Score is where all interaction in a module takes place. A shown in the xamplo 
below the cast members for the main page of Leaming XML are paced accordin 1 
and the duration on which it has to take part in a movie is placed in th core. 
The Property Inspector tell the behavior of each cast. 
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STAGE SCORE 
...... 
1 bmlc3<1---- 
2:Shc)t2---- 
l:ll\lJO<Nclion---- 
7:l11tti:int---- 
(l:f1Aon.1t---- 
~ 
d 
GIU1111.i Gt.JI MCMtl 
G~ F1 Vi bit 
r Lodi Glidet 
P S Guidet 
C91cr. 
N , r- 
Property 
Insp ct r 
Figure 5.1 The main PH&e -an interface in Macromedia Director 8.0 
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3:1111DW207._2Q2185108193_958622--------------------- 
'~ 4:eno11121:•U02195100193_~~0.46--------------------- 
,1 S:~e)1oi1wt_md~~----------------------- 
i I 
Fieure 5.2 The Interface of the Score Window 
5.3.2 The Development Of Modules 
The modules that are created in Leaming XML is inter-related with on another.There 6 
modules in Leaming XML. They are: 
1) Introduction 
2) Lessons 
3) Tutorials 
4) Library 
5) Appendix 
To develop each nodule in thi teaching package , there were certain things that had to be 
considered. Such as: 
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1 )Lingo Scripts 
The scripting engine m Macromedia Director 8.0 - Lingo Scripts, is useful in 
implementing the various jumping in the package. The jumping here means that the 
package is divided into smaller files and the communication from one file and another 
file is through jumping. This is actually calling another file and the presentation will 
continue from there. This type of jumping was implemented because th.is will make the 
file smaJler as well as execution time will be a lot faster than putting all the topics in a 
subject in the same file. 
Moreover, these scripts allow the navigation to be interactive as well as the user 
interface. 
2) To create movements and animation 
In Macromedia Director 8.0 you can create animations and mo ement with 111 g ing 
through any scripting or other programs. Though it looks like it simple t create the 
animation, but it i very tediou .Y u ha t mak sure .ach mo m ·nt i right and it 
takes a long time just to get one movement d ne. pecially ' here there are many cast 
members involved. Thing can get prett me up. T make sure the creation f 
animation and movements can be done m othly , ca t object hould be orted . 
. To create a smooth animation man ca t member ha et take part rting is d nc o 
the important cast will be given priority. The speed of the mo ement mu t be c ntrolled 
using 'tempo' and also to handle the core . 
3)Inserting Audio ( ound) 
Macr media Director 8.0 supports 2 formats of sound which are "'.AIFF (Audio 
Interchange File Format) and *.WAV (Wave form Audio File).Tbe basic way to insert 
audi file' are as the ame a getting a cast member that is to import .The only difference 
is that the ound file i placed at the 'effect section ' on the score. It cant be placed on the 
'lagc like ther ca ·t member . The ound editor that I used, CoolEdit 2000 was in the 
~ rm of• .wav file. 
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5.3.3 The Development of the Screen Interfaces 
The screens in this teaching package were developed using different colors to make it 
attractive. The colors chosen are very light colors so that it doesn't cause a pain to the 
eye .It is rather simple because this package is a text-based package where there are 
more text involved compared to pictures. To develop each screen, the font, background 
color and colors on the text was done with a lot of consideration. 
Each module in this teaching package is different. This is to show the difference in the 
modules so users can differentiate in what module they are. Adobe Photoshop 6.0 was 
used to edit the graphics for the screens. 
Figure 5.4 The Interface Of The Main Screen In Leaming XML 
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S.3.4 Buttons and icons 
In this multimedia teaching package there only a few buttons were used to navigate 
through the system. This buttons are the standard buttons that are used which is basic 
and easy to understand. When a user puts the mouse over a button or icon the mouse will 
change to a 'closed hand' mouse that is used to make it attractive. 
Below the example of icons and buttons that used in the teaching package is shown: 
This button is used in each screen to take users back to the main page. 
In some of the screen this color of the home buttons is used . 
This arrow is used to show the function of previous which was used in 
the Lesson module and also the Appendix module 
This arrow is used to show the function of next which was used in 
the lesson module and also the Appendix module 
This arrow is used to show the previous function in the Tutorials 
module and the Library module 
This arrow is used to show the previous function in the Tutorials module 
and the Library module 
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5.4Coding 
5.4. l Extensible MarkupLanguage (XML) 
This language is done basically to teach, as it is the title of my multimedia-training 
package. There are not so much difficulty in presenting and learn this language although 
it is sti11 new. This is because the syntax and semantic of the language are similar to 
other languages that I have learned such as fITML. 
5.4.2 Lingo Scripting 
The scripting engme m Macromedia Director 8.0 - Lingo Scripts, is useful in 
implementing the various jumping in the package. The jumping here means that the 
package is divided into smaller file and the communication from nc file and another 
file is through jumping. This is actually calling another file and the pre entation will 
continue from there. This type of jumpin wa implemented becau c thi will make the 
file smaJJer as wen a execution time will be a I t fa I r than puttin all th t i · in a 
subject in the same file. 
Moreover, these scripts allow the navigation to be interacti e a. we11 as the u ser 
interface. 
Example of a Lingo Script that was u ed thr ugh ut the multimedia m dia teaching 
package. This script i ca11ed Rollo er ur or Change b cau e \ hen the mouse is used 
on it the mouse changes to the image of a clo ed hand. 
-- DESCRIPTION -- 
me 
OR CHA GE & RETURN & RETURN & \ 
r l ·' f1\10t"' thtT 
DirPrtot"'i or 
irie to act as 
& RETURN & RETURN 
& 
~rrr · . & RETURN & 
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"Place a single pixel at the topRight and bottom! pJt of 
the ima~:ir"~ it.elf to 1:reate •that is in fact d 17x17 p i x a I 
b i tm e p , " & \ 
" The s e ex t ra p L•: e 1.: l.Ji 11 not appear' in the cur s o 1H~y 
1.1 i. I 1 b r:~ c l. "i. r p Pd ) t}IJ t ttH: mas: k ~·1 i l l a l i g n w i th t hem • .... & ' 
"Th i s ans ur-e . t.h e t Un. or. aqu .l i:: surrounds the -u .o 
im~ge corrertly." & RETURN & RETURN & ' 
·nst"i:. t:.'1e r't?•JPni1t of the i111aq"" t.o d s f i ne thP cursor's 
hotspot." & RETURN & RETURN & 
np,\R.HLTL R .. :-n & RETURN & 
" I'. F ITH E r~ • I J '' J I ' If~ rd ) . t e c t 0 r. I b \j i l t - i "\ c l1 r ... a r :> • & 
RETURN & RETURN & \ 
t• · <) R • l l l 1l rj 1 1 1 H·i n b 1 . r . p · n a g e & R ET U R N & 
0i1; Cu 1t·n1l1 f rnc: g 1 r. & RETURN & 
ri* (u:., tcim tla. k" & RETURN & RETURN & 
0 T r.J I l ' l c I , HT\ i 0 '] 'I 1 • , H ~ 1 & Q u 0 TE & ') • t 
! l i l rn p ll & Q u 0 TE & n • • l t d .• the 'I t • " 
end getBehaviorDescription 
on getBehaviorTooltip me 
return' 
~11,1 .i .h gr phii.: m,mb r 
" M Cl l I ti I Ll I 
pr . t •. • & RETURN & RETURN & 
1' 1 .J 1 ', j 1 
end getBehaviorTooltip 
& RETURN & RETURN & 
I 
u i u 
-- PROPERTIES -- 
property spriteNum 
-- author-defined parameters 
property myCursorType 
property myBuiltinCursor 
property myCursorMember 
property myCustomCursor 
property myCustomMask 
-- internal properties 
property mySprite 
property mySavedCursor 
EVENT HANDLERS 
on beginSprite me 
SetSpriteCursor me 
end baginSprite 
on endSprite me 
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mySprite.cursor = mySavedCursor 
end endSprite 
CUSTOM HANDLER -- 
on SetSpriteCursor me 
mySprite =sprite (me.spriteNum) 
-- Save cursor to revert to 
mySavedCursor = mySprite-cursor 
-- Set the cursor of the sprite 
if voidP (myCursorType) then 
mySprite.cursor = myBuiltinCursor 
exit 
end if 
case myCursorType of 
"ri 11 1 I t • i r ' • 1 r 
mySprite.cursor = myBuiltinCursor 
"le, U I , r I 1 r1' ffi l f' I " : 
myCursorMember =value CmyCursorMember) 
cursorlist = [myCursorMember-number] 
mySprite-cursor = cursorlist 
"' I, ' I . l 'I" : 
myCustomCursor =value (myCustomCursor) 
cursorlist = [myCustomCursor-numberl 
if myCustomMask <> "then 
myCustomMask =value (myCustomMask) 
cursorList.append(myCustomMask-number) 
end if 
mySprite-cursor = cursorList 
end case 
end SetSpriteCursor 
AUTHOR-DEFINED PARAMETERS -- 
on isOKToAttach (me, aSpriteType, aSpriteNum) 
case aSpriteType of 
#graphic: 
return TRUE 
•script: 
return FALSE 
end c se 
end isOKToAttach 
on getPropertyDescriptionList me 
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if not the currentSpriteNum then exit 
propertyDescriptionlist = [:] 
cursorTypes = [] 
cursorMemberslist = GetCursorMembers (me) 
cursorBitmapsList = GetCursorBitmaps <me) 
cursorMaskslist =duplicate (cursorBitmapslist) 
cursorMasksList.addAt ('1., "• o 1, !.:.") 
cursorMembers = cursorMemberslist.count() 
bitmapCursors = cursorBitmapsList.count() 
if cursorMembers then 
cursorTypes.append ("rur~or Membet ") 
end if 
if bitmapCursors then 
cursorTypes. append ( •v·1, 11 l. •· bi ma1 
end if 
if cursorTypes.count() then 
cursorTypes.addAt < ., ~ · 1 • ~1 
propertyDescriptionList.addProp \ 
( \ 
#myCursorType., \ 
[\ 
#comment: 
•format: 
trange: 
#default: 
] \ 
) 
·~' H , '1 p 
#string, \ 
cursorTypes, \ 
cursorTypes[l.]\ 
LI , wl i 
propertyDescriptionlist.addProp \ 
( \ 
tmyBuiltinCursor., \ 
[\ 
#comment: nCHOICE 
I I I ~ ,.. , \ 
CURSOR 
#format: #cursor.,\ 
#default: 
] \ 
) 
else 
return\ 
[ \ 
#myBuiltinCursor: \ 
[\ 
#comment: ~ 
~format: •cursor, \ 
#default: 
] \ 
] 
", \ 
end if 
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if cursorMembers then 
propertyDescriptionlist.addProp \ 
\ 
#myCursorMember, \ 
[\ 
#comment: •1 Cur ... s or: member:", \ 
#format= #member,\ 
#range: cursorMemberslist, \ 
#default: cursorMemberslist[,] \ 
] \ 
) 
end if 
if bitmapCursors then 
propertyDescriptionlist.addProp \ 
\ 
tmyCustomCursor, \ 
[ \ 
#comment: 
#format= 
#range: 
#default= 
] \ 
) 
I • j • l t.m P ( i 
#bitmap, \ 
cursorBitmapslist, \ 
cursorBitmapslist[ ]\ 
, \ 
propertyDescriptionlist.addProp \ 
( \ 
tmyCustomMask, \ 
[ \ 
#comment: t .o a , \ 
#format: #bitmap, \ 
#range: cursorMaskslist, \ 
#default= cursorMaskslist[ ]\ 
] \ 
) 
end if 
return propertyDescriptionlist 
end 
on GetCursorMembers me 
cursorMemberslist = [] 
maxCastlib =the number of castlibs 
repeat with theCastlib = to maxCastlib 
maxMember =the number of members of castlib the(astlib 
repeat with memberNumber = to maxMember 
theMember = member(memberNumber, theCastlib) 
if theMember-type =•cursor then 
if th Member.name= EMPTY then 
cursorMemberslist.append(theMember) 
ls 
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cursorMemberslist.append(theMember.name) 
end if 
end if 
end repeat 
end repeat 
return cursorMemberslist 
end GetCursorMembers 
on Get(ursorBitmaps me 
cursorBitmapslist = [] 
maxCastlib =the number of castlibs 
repeat with theCastlib = L to maxCastlib 
maxMember =the number of members of castlib theCastlib 
repeat with memberNumber = ~to maxMember 
theMember = member(memberNumber, theCastlib) 
if theMember-type =#bitmap then 
if theMember. depth > 1, then next repeat 
if theMember-width > n then next repeat 
if theMember. height > rll' then next repeat 
if theMember-name =EMPTY then 
cursorBitmapslist.append(theMember) 
else 
cursorBitmapslist.append(theMember.name) 
end if 
end if 
end repeat 
end repeat 
return cursorBitmapslist 
end GetCursorMembers 
5.4.3 Structure Programming 
Structure programming is a discipline approach to pr gramming that re ults in programs 
that are easy to read and under tand and le s likely to contain errors. The emphasis is on 
the following accepted program tyle guidelines to write code that is clear and readable. 
bscure trick and structure programming shortcuts are not taught in this system package 
since that it is strongly discouraged. The main advantage of structure programming is that 
it is easier to design in the beginning and ea ier to maintain over the long term. 
An easy t read code makes the system package easier to be read and understand. The 
clement f tyle include ( ourcc c de level documentation, methods for data declaration 
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and approach to statement construction. The following are some of the used coding 
methods: 
• Selection of meaningful identifier (variable and labels) names. 
• Appropriate comments written in the source code. 
• Indentation of codes increases the readability. 
5.4 System Documentation 
The documentation of the system was started in the First phase of thi software 
development .It was done to get a documentation that i preci e, completed quality and 
informative. Documentation is a kind of reference to the u er who want· t learn h w the 
system was developed .A good documentation can gi e a pr ci e picture n what ha 
occurred and taken place. 
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Summary 
Development strategy is very important for me to identify hardware and software that 
will be used in developing my training package. It allows me to complete my work 
without facing any major difficulties. This includes prototyping to allow user to see the 
real mock-up model and evaluate. Evaluation will be considered in continuing the 
development of the real system. 
The development of the system itself by using Macromedia Director 8.0 has thought me a 
lot. There are many steps that have to be taken in order to get a movie that ha good 
quality and easy to understand. Hopefully this steps that I have taken will suit the users 
requirements. 
Coding that are used in the system package includes XML and ing cript . ince XM 
is still in beta version, it take a longer peri d t ma t r it and pre ent to u ser with 
confidence. While lingo scripts just take a minor role in m y stern - m t fit was built- 
in script that generated by Director 8 it elf. 
Structure of prograrnrning allows met present XML c de mm ro r ad ible nd 
understandable manner. It eases the ability of und r tandin by u ing ariables and 
labels that match with its functions and meaning. Plus, the comment that were in erted 
throughout the entire lesson for each line f code all v user t k ep track with th ir 
training. Indentation of codes reflects the readability f pr gramrning tructure. 
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CHAPTER 6 : SYSTEM TESTING 
6.1 Introduction 
In this section, the issues covered would be regarding testing. It starts ofby a short and 
simple explanation about what is testing. It then descnbes the testing strategy/plan used 
in this project. Next, it moves on to which type of testing would be applied in this project 
and why they are used. 1t also includes the various test plans, which will be drawn up 
when testing is implemented. 
6.2 Testing Objectives 
The objectives of Testing are a follow : 
• To identify, i elate and correct a man bu ls a· p ibl . M t pr trams ha ' 
bugs, the mo tin idiou f which appear only with unique iombinations f data 
or elements. 
• To demonstrate that functionality of the ystem appear t be w r ing pr perly 
and performance requirement app ar t be m t. 
6.2.1 What is testing ? 
Testing is the proce s of verifying and validating the various feature of the system. It is a 
critical element of oftware quality a urance and present the ultimate review of 
specificati n , de ign and coding. Te ting involves Validation and Verification. 
1. Validation 
It i used to test whether the system meets all the requirements as 
pccified. 
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2. Verification 
It is used to test whether the system developed meets the users 
requirements. 
In order to meet the objective of Validation and Verification as mentioned above, 
techniques like Dynamic and Static Testing should be used. The Dynamic technique 
involves implementation exercise (Jan Sommerville, 1995) . Where else the Static 
technique involves analysis and testing of sy tern performance like for example y tern 
design and system coding. This is applied in every stage through a systematic structure as 
shown below: 
Static Verificati n 
EJ High Level Design Formal Specification Detail ign Requirement specification 
Prototype Dynamic 
Validation 
Fi21.tre 6, l; Y rification and Validation of Static and Dvnamic. 
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6.3 Types of testing identified in this project 
Nowadays, computer software and application has become more complex. Thus, white- 
box and black-box testing which are applicable across the environments, architectures, 
and application, unique guidelines and approaches to testing are warranted. This 
situation/conditions are applied in the project. As such, testing for this project will be 
divided into several parts. The test plan strategy applied in this project is illustrated as 
below: 
DEFfN 
DEFTNE P AN 
FIGURE 6.2: T t Plan For This System 
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6.4 Types of Testing Techniques used 
In this section, the various testing techniques that will be used will be described briefly. 
The reason why these techniques are used are emphasized and highlighted. These testing 
techniques are applied in the client/server approaches when it is appropriate. The testing 
will begin with "testing in small" and workout towards "testing in large . It will start with 
Unit Testing, followed by Integration Testing and culminated with Validation and 
System Testing. 
6.4.1 Unit Testing 
It concentrates on the smallest units of the software that are the modules. A module i a 
collection of components that are independent. Each module i te ted separatel . 
Unit testing was tested by running the program to en ur that it functioned the why it 
was designed. For example, the 'Next' butt ns, in th le n m ule i lickin 
on it and see whether it produce the re ult a required. It h uld got the ne t creen m 
the sy tern. 
6.4.2 Integration Testing 
It concentrate on a y tematic technique f r c n tru ting the pro zram , tructure while at 
the same time conducting te t to unco r err r n iated v ith int erface . The ~e live 
of integration testing is to take the unit te ted comp nent an uild a pr ram tru turc 
that has been detected by de ign. Tt erifie that all m dul ar a let functi n t gcther. 
During the integrati n of all modules, t ting wa carried ut to identify the fault and 
failure caused by the integration a well a revi w and rectify the correct path of the 
ystem flow. 
6.4.3 Validation Te ting 
For validation te ting, the activities that will be performed are the setting/identifying the 
validation te t criteria, configuration review, alpha and beta testing. 
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6.4.4 System Testing 
[t is a very important testing method that checks the functions of the system are proper 
and the overall system performance and objectives are reached. The system also ensures 
that it can be setup properly. The main objective is to test on the integrated system and 
verify it to meet the specified requirements. The behavior of the test will define the 
quality of the system. The system is tested on it functions, performance and the 
acceptance. There are several steps in testing a system. They are as below: 
1) Functional Testing 
Functional test checks that the integrated sy tern performs its functions as 
specified in the requirements. 
2) Performance Testing 
Performance t stin i where functi n perf rmance f th · tern i 
evaluated. It i de igned to te t the minimum time per frame f ftware 
within the context of a inte -at d . t rn. H w 
occur throughout all tep at the te ting pr cc . It i 11 t until all y tern 
elements are full int grat d that the true p rf rmanc f th 1 tern can 
be executed. 
3) Acceptance Testing 
The purpose of acceptance te ting i to make ure the y t m i ready for 
operation. It may r al requirement pr blem where the stem's 
facilities do not meet the u ers ne d or the system promised to users. 
Several copies of the system had been delivered to a number of potential 
u er who happen to te t the system and give feedback on it. 
4) In tallation Te ting 
Installation testing is done to verify the system can be installed and works 
a, tc tcd previ u ly e pecially in the environment where there are only 
one c mputcr ·ing it r even everal computers attached to it. 
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Unit Testing 
Module Testing 
Sub-system Testing 
System Testing 
Acceptance Testing 
Component Testing 
Integration Testing 
User Testing 
6.5 Testing Personnel 
The testing personnel identified in thi pr ~ ct be ide my elf ar a foll w: 
6.5.1 University Malaya Students 
Testing Personnel 1 
Name: Diana (Faculty of Engineering) 
Testing Personnel 2 
Name: Magdaleine Tang (Faculty of Sci nc ) 
Testing Per onnel 3 
Name: Yeoh uet Hui (Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology) 
Testing Personnel 4 
Name: Harvinderjeet ingh (Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology) 
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6.6 Testing Environment 
The testing environment are identified as follow: 
• University Malaya computer Jabs 
6.7 Testing Hardware 
TI1e hardware required for carrying out the various testing in this project has been 
identified as follow: 
• Pentium HI 266 Mhz Processor 
• 34 X CD Rom Dri e 
• 128 MhzRAM 
• 20 GB Hard disk 
• Microphone 
• Other tandard de ktop P mp n nt 
6.8 Testing oftware 
The software required during te ting i : 
• Operating System - Micro oft Wind w 
• Director 8.0 
• Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
• Flash 5.0 
• Sound Forge and Cool Edit 2000 
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Chapter Summary 
resting is very important to be done in any tasks. And for this task, testing stage is vital 
before the system package is delivering to the customer. Since that there will not be any 
maintenance services provided, testing need to be done many times to avoid from end- 
user to detect any errors. However, there wi11 be different versions of the training package 
£rorn time to time - continuous enhancement will be done. 
'The types of Testing technique used are beginning from the Unit Te ting, Integration 
Testing, Validation Testing and System Testing which is then broken to smaller parts of 
testing which are Functional Testing, Performance Te ting, Acceptance Te ting and the 
finally the Installation Testing. 
the final testing stage, which is to get Te ting Per nnel whom are different u er test 
the system on various P to et pre i e r , ult in reliabilit 1 f th ' packa ) t pla able 
on different platform and different Te tin 1 ~nvir nrnents. 
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CHAPTER 7 : SYSTEM EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter looks into one of the important topics regarding this project report. It 
highlights issues such as the success of the project in academic terms. It looks into the 
degree of success in carrying out the project; learning experienced gained, things to be 
done differently and the value or the learning process and how it contnbutes to my 
professional and academic expertise. 
7.2 Problems and Solutions 
Problem 1: Difficulty in defining the y 'tern scope at the beginning pha e 
Because XML i a one f th new markup Jan iua intr du d in th mark t, it ha cry 
limited information on h w it a rually v rks and all the 'it s and ks ba ed on my 
research done for thi languag , it ba i ally tri t e: plain th f ML and 
nothing in depth. Wh re el e when I a tuall found nc r tv bo ks that d c, plain 
more in depth of thi langua , thi ' a fl pr bl m t 
software and users definitely would et confu ed v ith what wa actually bein r e plained 
to them. 
Solution: 
To ease the user , thi oftware ha been de eloped to explain the basics of XML in order 
to allow all beginner to actual! understand this language well before they can proceed 
to a deeper understanding of this language. Besides that, I will simply give example of 
codes that helps the u er to identify it by them selves and apply it either as Internet based 
r Window ba ed application. Thi will achieve my target audiences to be variety. 
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Problem 2: Choosing suitable development tools and Programming languages. 
Another problem encountered during the system study and analysis was choosing the 
suitable development tool and programming languages. Many tools have been studied 
and analyzed. All tools have their strengths and weakness. The features of each tool was 
studied and then compared which is explained with more details in chapter 2 of this 
docwnentation. 
Solution 
The main source to clarify the doubt encountered i by reading the official websites of 
the development tools and programming language as wen a books to make sure that the 
development tool and the programming language cho e i the mo t uitable ne for my 
software. 
Problem 3: Lack of knowledge in the oftware u ed. 
Considering that Macr media irect r .0 i a n w oth , r t me, I had t take a I t f 
time to actually under tand how things wa d ne in irect r a well a h w t create file 
in order for me 10 come up with m ftwar . All the tim . p nd n und r tan din 1 th 
ystem could be actually u ed to implement m 
system. Besides that not all meth d intr duced b 1 
constraints. 
• stein and t make it an e ccllent 
irector c uld be u ed due t time 
So/11tio11 
In order to under tand Director better T had to buy a few books and surf the Internet to 
actually understand it perfectly , which though took a lot of my time but was slowly 
under too by working with Director based on the examples given in the books and the 
web sites. 
Problem 4: Big file ize for packaged and not packaged Director 8 files 
Thi happened becau 'e the ize f ound file is big and Director 8 does not support most 
f thi bi file th u h it i a multimedia element. This problem is the main reason why 
the c mputcr keep han 1ing while the perati n wa till under pro res i n. 
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Solution: 
Since smaller files improved the performance of the whole package, the sound files used 
are encoded in a lower sample rate and 16-bit format. This makes the sounds appear 
softer as well as the tone appears longer. Furthermore, the lengths of sound files are for a 
few seconds only to minim:ize the file size. 
Problem 5: Lack of font support 
Both the Macromedia Director 8 and Flash have quite a limited type of fonts. For Flash, 
the fonts are not displayed in a colorful way unlike the Microsoft WordArt. However, the 
fonts displayed are anti-ahas, which makes the font appear non- moothly. 
Solution: 
Develop text in the normal format. Text that wa devel p ed in Ad be Ph to h p 1 t 
imply effects on it - import i needed into either Fla h or Dir 1 r 8. -or th anti-alias, 
the font used h uld be mall that the f nt appears m thl . 
Problem 6: Lack of cripting option 
Even though Director 8 it elf ha a cripting l ngua 1 - mg , it i 11 t p werful n ugh. 
It does not offer more advanced programming ption lik a full-bl ' n r gramming 
language. Furthermore, the m u e e nt ti t 11 r i n t full impl m ntcd in cripting. 
For example, the mou e o ere nt or m us ut ent uld not be implemented without 
u ing the interaction icons and duplicating the ariou mou events for a button. 
Solution: 
The easiest olution i to u e many icons to stimulate the various mouse events. For 
example, u ing th hot pot twice to capture the mouse over and mouse click event. 
An ther elution is to u e button to sub titute the hotspot. 
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Problem 7: Difficulty in creating good user interface for the learning package 
This is because there are many aspects of good designing skills that need to be met. It has 
to be professional with the contents that need to be presented. The various aspects 
includes colors, graphics, animations, navigation and, of course ease of use. 
Solunon: 
Fix concepts before gather sources for designing. Get opinions and suggestions from 
variety users. Prototypes interface and test it to different kind of people - get comments 
and improve eventually. As far as I am concern, the lifecycle of designing takes a long 
period to end with one good ides. 
Problem 8: Recording voice 
At first [did my recording on normal Wind w ice rec rder. Then l realize there ar · 
much distortion and noise that I am n t able to f r it. Th r are n t ls in Wind ws 
voice recorder that allow me l eliminat noi ~ and di l rti n .. 
Solution: 
By getting advices from friend , I able to eliminate the noi e miuimall , but tho ound arc 
still very much low quality. I arch d another ice rec rding oft, arc. I end up with 
Cool Edit that allow me to eliminate di torti n and n i "· plus btainin a v ry g d 
sound quality that e en allow m t it a MP~ ti nnat f r 
Problem 9: In rting Flash 
The fir t time l in erted Flash movie in Director 8, it does not functioning as well as in 
Fla h player. he graphic , ound and music coordination do not synchronized as how it 
suppo ed to be. 
Solution: 
I had lo check each frame and ·c res of Director 8 and adjust its tempo for the scores to 
allow. ynchr nizati n f mu ic, ' aphics and sound coordination. 
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Problem 10: The time allocated was not enough 
The time allocated for the project was not sufficient enough and this did effect the 
development time for my software. This was also caused by a heavy timetable and 
exams. 
Solution: 
A proper and systematic timetable was created in order to help me divide my time 
sufficiently 
Problem 11: The capacity of diskettes. 
The normal diskette available does not ha e the capacity to upport all file u ed in thi 
software. 
Solution: 
1 had t actually zip all file m rder t a ' m w rk and a in 1 it i11l multiple number 
of disks did that. 
Problem 12: Hardware problem 
There wa a big problem fa ed during the implementation f thi ftware becau e my 
computer could not support Director 8.0 due t the limitati u f thi ' frwarc. ircctor 
8.0 u es allot of out ide r ur e and that i th main r a n wh e ura space i needed 
to allow thi operation. 
So/11tio11: 
l had to loan a c mputer and pay RM 500 for the duration that I used it. 
1 l 8 
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7.3 Features and Strength 
The following illustrates the key strengths of Multimedia Teaching Package: 
1. User-friendly 
Multimedia Teaching Package has a user-friendly and consistent interface for the 
ease of users. A set of standard GUI has been implemented and has been 
implemented. It also has been set to allow the users to browse in a very short time. 
ii. Fast Response 
The Multimedia Teaching Package is in CD form. All the response are depending 
on the speed of users' CD-ROM. Nowada CD-ROM technology can ea ily run 
the system I developed without facing any difficultie in re ponding toward user 
navigations. 
iii. Flexibility 
TI1e Multimedia Teaching Packa pr id 
target user . The trnctu.re f th nt nt v a 
access the sy tem at their own c mmence. 
would like ba: ed on their nece iry and what 
a hi rh de zree r Ile i ility l war 
hap d t make , ur that an one an 
an ch what e 'T m dule they 
r rd r th v uld like it . 
tv. Interactive Elements 
This cour e managed to integrate f rn dia lenient . Animation and 
ound al enhanced the learning of the u r . Be ide that it al o provides a better 
layout and the intere t of users to actually learning XML. 
v. on i tency 
Multimedia Teaching Package navigation maintain its consistencies. That includes 
the con i tency f page de ign plus the flash movies as introduction of the system. 
The e allow u er to ea ily navigate and maintain their mood of learning through 
my sy tern. 
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vi, Package Contents 
Contents of my Teaching Package are technically complete and interactive that 
meets my main purpose - users able to understand the XML from its root to its leaf 
node. 
vii. User friendly 
The main important feature T tried to work towards is to make sure the system is 
user friendly. This is important as it allow users to navigate freely through my 
CD and obviously be satisfied with the way the system is created. 
7.4 System Limitations 
1. Inconsistent Voice 
Voice used in the sy tern package wa recorded manually. /\.s a re ult, there are 
flaws on my voice c nsi tenc . The depth and p .ed f i , ar ditli rent. 
However, I managed t maintain m 
ii. User without soundcard could not use my tr rinin )' packng ~ 
Since I explained verything in ice form it i imp · iibl f r th' u er wh d e 
not have soundcard and peak rt nj y my training f the multim dia p ck Ag . 
iii. Admini tration Management 
Due to its design characteri tic t , t pr nf d and questions in each module and 
lesson i generally static. This m an that the contents are not changeable in the 
form of an executable file. This limits the scalability of dynamic scope specification 
in content and que tion . 
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1.5 Future Enhancement 
The package could be further enhanced in the following way: 
A) For the system package itself: 
• The animation could be further improved with the insertion of various 
ActiveX control. 
• Since the package is divided into subtopics, those subtopics files could be 
easily integrated with the Internet but the ize of file should be reduced 
before the integration could be made. 
• Another approach that I would change if given a chance is to ask more 
questions and seek help from more sources. I have learnt that it better to be 
safe and ask question then to be orry with mi take are hard 1 r Ive. 
Especially with regard to technical i ue related t pr gramming, ince help 
takes longer time but do n t nece arily guarant c a lution. 
• Given a chance I w uld al o ha e tarted learnine other multimedia t I t 
enhance my y tern b nor a n a p • iblc with h p of ma l rin > the 
ba ic before the implementati n take place. Thi, w uld be e trernely 
ben ficial. 
• I would al o like to wide up the th arc r add n m re feature 
like a search engine and on to pr vid an exc II nt teaming e perien e f r 
users 
B) Marketing Purpo es 
• Convert it into hockwa e html extension to allow online marketing where the 
user able to acce s th package from the Internet. 
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1.6 Gained Knowledge and Experience 
Knowledge and experience has been gained throughout the development of this project. 
Among the are: 
• Experience tn learning a new programrmng languages outside the formal 
classroom. 
• Enhanced creativity and initiative in developing the most appropriate system for 
end-user. 
• Sharpened problem-solving skill by finding solution to all problems faced during 
the development of the project. 
• Practicing proper time management to divide the time appropriately among all the 
subjects taken, and not neglecting an of them. 
• I mproved confidence in own ability. 
• Willingness to listen and evaluate other pinion and correct ne elf. 
• These experience will be used a ' eapon ,, t 'land ut in th omp .. titi e fi Id 
of multimedia that w uld nl lead met a bright 'U es ful car' r in the nc r 
future. 
• An extremely important hand· n e pericn 'C ha b en rained throu zh ul th • 
er eating proce s of thi soft are. ofh ar de I pm nl ' ould be ea if th re a re 
no changes as in walking on water if it i fr zen. Th tat rnent r ally hit h me 
with me. 
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Summary 
The development of this system is not just to fulfill the requirements for a degree, but 
also as an experience for future use. This will be helpful when I have to face with the 
task of developing another multimedia system. The exercise is hoped to inspire 
confidence in the student capability. 
Even though this multimedia training package of XML wa developed without applying 
much complicated coding, 1 still need to present the late t language that not all people 
know about it, and it takes longer period for me to master XML besides preparing on 
how to present it. Moreover, it need high ense of creativity to fulfill all the 
requirement of a multimedia y tem. M t of my de igning tirneframe wa pent n 
choosing appropriate graphic , recording oice in ord r to brain an attracti e y tern 
interface to the end-user. Their need and de ires were taken int c n ideratioi m 
making sure that this sy tern would be ben ficial t ward th m. 
The overall conclusion i that the pr ject ha been carried out ucce fully. fl wevcr the 
results would have been better if gi en m re tim t d and appl th 
experience gained from this ne. Hopefully the eff rt and rim 'pent n thi proje t i 
fruitful. Last but not lea t, I am thankful and grateful for th aluabl learnina c p ri n 
this project has given me. The e experiences ha e influen ed me t look at thing fr rn 
various perspecti e and mor kn ' l dg had b n aine b th , cadernically and 
professionally. 
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USER MANUAL 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This user manual is to help users to use and to run the multimedia teaching 
package without any problems .The multimedia teaching package 'Learning XML' was 
develop to help users to learn the Extensible Markup Language (XML) at their own pace 
and comfort. This teaching package can be used as Learning Aid in colleges or schools to 
remove the usual blackboard technique. This multimedia Teaching Package has 
multimedia elements such as graphics ,text ,audio , video and animation to make the 
learning process more interesting. 
2.0 USER MANUAL EXPLAINATJON 
• This manual i pre ented in a irnple and ea y f rm t in ngli h 
• This manual explain the characteri tic of the multimedia teaching package 
• The explanation about hardware and ftwar requirement i 11 en 
• The manual c ntain them dul egment ti u 
• The explanation about the int rface f th tea hin r package 
3.0 SYSTEM CHARA TERISTI S 
• The information and le n ab ut XML i ry imple .u i f r beginners 
who want to 1 am the langua . 
• This multimedia teaching package is easy to navigate with the buttons and 
icons provided. 
• It use English as the presentation language which is universal 
• It has example of the codes that are used in XML which were thought in the 
teaching package 
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4.0 USAGE STEPS 
Before you run the multimedia teaching package you must make sure that you have 
the minimum requirements : 
4.1 Hardware Requirements 
• Any Pc that has Pentium II or a higher speed computer 
• At least 30 MB of free space in your hard disc 
• CD-Rom Driver 
• 64MBRam 
• Speakers 
• Mouse 
4.2 Software Requirements 
Since the package is in .exe format it can nm on any pc with window 
Steps to run Learning XML- D 
l)lnsert the CD into the CDROM dri er 
2)From Windows Explorer .click on the dir ctory D:XML R M) 
3)Click twice on the icon with the XML_Packag t nm the pr mun 
5.0 Modules 
Flash Introduction 
Main Menu 
There are 5 modules on the main menu interface 
I )Intr duction 
2)Lessons 
)Tutorial 
4) ibrary 
5 Appendix 
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6.0 THE INTERFACES IN THE MULTIMEDIA TEACHING PACKAGE 
1) After clicking twice on the icon XML_package, the flash introduction will appear. 
Right after that the main page for Learning XML package comes out. 
From here users can make a choice to choose on what module that they would 
like to start on. 
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2)If they click on Introduction a Flash Introduction will appear .As soon as that is over the 
Introduction screen will appear. 
XML emerged oi; a way to overcome the shortcomings of its two predecessors. SGML and HTML which ~re 
both v.ry cuccescful markup languages. but which were both flow.id In ce,.toin ways. 
SGML the intoronotio11ol stondorod for marking up doto, has bun u;ed i:ince the 801:. SGML ii: on utremely 
powerful and extensible tool for semantic markup which Is partlculorly useful for cataloging ond lndulng doto. 
However. SGML Is complex. especlolly for the ev ryday u11es of the web. Not only that. but SGML I: pretty 
expen;IVG. Adding SGML capoblllty to a word processor could double or triple the price. Finally, th• 
commercial broW11er:. mode it pr•tty clear thot they did not Int nd to ever support SGML. HTML on the oth r 
hand was ftte•. slmpt. and wld ly ::upported. HTML wos originally designed at CERN around 1990 to provide o 
very simple veMJlon of SGML which could be u:ed by 'rogulor" people. kl eV11ryon 1,now:. HTML spread like 
wildfl,...Unfortunately. HTML hod s rlous d cts • 
So In 1996. discussions focused on how to defm a morl<up language with the po~r and •><t nllibllity of 
SGML but with the simplicity of HTML. The W3C ponsor do group of SGML gurus Including Jon Bo al< from 
Sun. 
All of the non- H ntlol, unuHd, cryptic pat<ts of SGML r lie d oway. What,. malned wol: o lean. m on 
marking up moehiM: XML. The s elficotion of XML (writt n mostly by Tim Broy and C.M. Sp rb rg- 
MeQieen) was only 26 pag 1 as opposed to th 500+ pog• of th SGML sp olfieatlon.U v rthelon. all th• 
u ful things which could be don by SGML. e uld also be don• with XML. Ovor th xt f.w yeof"S, XML 
evolwd. drawing from th work of Its sponaors and tho Wl)rlc of do lopol"s olvln9 ohnllor prob I ms. By the 
umm r of 1997. Microsoft hod launch d the Chann ID flnltlon Format (CbF) 01 on of th• fl,.st reol·wol'ld 
oppllcotlons of XML.Finally. in 1998, th W3C oppro d V rs on 1.0 of the XML sp olfiootlon and an w 
language wos: born. 
I 
If tJ1cy click on the home button it wilJ go to the main page and if they click on the Next arrow it 
will go on the next screen 
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If users click on the Lessons icon on the main page ,the this page will appear. 
LESSON 1 
:bESSON J 
LESSON 5 
LESSON? 
LESSON 2 
LESSON 4 
LESSON 6 
LESSON 8 
From here users can choose on what lesson that they want. Un
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If they Click on Lesson l, this page will appear. 
WELL-FORMED XML 
Well fotmed XM.. ls xmt meets certan grammatical rules outli'led In the ~ 1.0 specification. 
Tho words IMstween ltM < 8l'ld > ch11racte11 ..,. XML ti.ga.. The 
infCN1nation in our doc:v!Mnt (our date) ia contained within the various 
tegs that comtaute the ..,Ir.up of the document. Thia maket it "" to 
dis~ the infonaotion in the docu.ent hOllt the lftarlwp. 
iA• J'OU cen see. tt. taga ete paired togetti.r. 10 that Mii oPOrting teg 
alto has It closing tag. In ><ML patlanca. the10 ate celod start-tags and 
end-tap. TM end-tags are the 1-.e ae the 1ta1t-t41g9. IHCCept that lheJ 
1...- _,have a .. r right after the opening< charactet 
Al of th4t information fro. the start of a atcwt-1119 to the end of on end teg. a including •~llfJ4hing in between. la 
celled en • ...-. So: 
<Ont> Is a atart-teg 
~name> 
<flrst>John<lflnt> 
<mlddle>fltqpmsld Johansen</mlddJe> 
<last>Doe<llast> 
</name> 
<lflrst> is an end-leg 
<Ont>John<lttnt> is an ele...nt 
Tho text betwnn the •l•Meg and end-lag o1 en *'"nt !. c•d t._ ..._ent cont.mt. T._ content between out toga will 
oft• jUlt be deta (et oppoted to olh.r ale!Mlnls), In this caso. the~ cont..nt • rer rred to•• P•ted ChaiectOf DATA. 
which is alnloat alwa.P reflKted le> usinp it_t actol\\1111. PCOATA. 
Wh&!newr J'OU come aero" a atrange-looking tem liko PCOATA. il'1.....,. a good bot U.. te1111 it inheut d "°"' SGML. 
Because )(ML ia a wbtet of SGNL thona •••lot of these inhtlrited tenu. 
The whole docwnenl atertlng at <MIH> .net end;na el <In-.>. it so-.°'"'°"'· whictt ~·to~ olhor 
oletnnt•. 
If they click on the home button it will go to the main screen. If they click on the next arrow it will go on 
to the next screen. This goes for all the 8 Lessons. 
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TUTORIALS 
EXAMPLE 1 
We .... pln1 to build Gill XML decu••ll't to ducrllle a Q> that ""99 ,,..._ed, l>Gre ts lie .5iapld, lly Weird Al Ycmlcrtfc. ht 
llefe,.. n lll'Mk eat Ne1-pcld oad ffclrt ..,,...,, - n .. d ts ....., wllcrt ilt~1*1 - .,.. cap1Wla1. 
><ML I• lderarchlcol 1111 utwre; lnfw••artt.a b riructved lilC9 o ..,..., with ,-at/ekild Nloflellslllps. Tllis -- -the+ -·o 
haw te GPPC1ft19 - Cb l11fw111ott• Iii o 1'1' .. muctw• cu -0. 
~1111~ t..i• I• a a>, w.'11-d ts eQP1ur• ....,...crtt. Ilka ttie arilrt, tttte, *dot. relMnd, a ...a• 1'lle ,_ ef male. 
We'll 011141 need 111.,.,._tl• ollotlt eocli ..., •• tlie Cl>, •Hh as ttie title Clltd left11'11. And, *'- Welrcl Al la .,.._ fr his 
PCINdlee, -·u Include i.f*rMotteo aMllt what ""I (If •r) 'tlds ene lis a par•clJr sf. 
lot•re'• the ~lly-'11 lie crea1h1: 
~J [~fl~ I 
~eftt..•.i.-u,llka 
<Gl'1illh, wll app- Mly Hee: 
....... ,. •• Ilka CSut>, • Clppeal' ........ , -t. 
AIH, - wl1I .._ PCDATA .. 1y, 
........... ""' lltdlde tlielP 
laf..-111a1illn a• clilld ......_ .. 
l'""9CHI ....... x..,i., ttie 
<-1Wt>11le_t_..c.,...- 
PCI> AT A fr tt. 1t1te, wlierea 
the< .... > efe_.,1'-'tcN'hlia 
ony PCI> AT A ef It. 11W11, llut wtn 
Htttolfl cllfld ... -It .. tMt 
1Wt\•r lll'•ek dew. the 
.... .,... ......... 
If users Click on the Home button it goes to the main page, where else the next arrow will go on to the 
next screen. The previous arrow goes to the previous screen. 
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If users click on the Library icon on the main page ,users will see this screen: 
,..... .... ...., .... ..... ... ~ .. _. ""''.J .... ::. = L(S'if!~:.'1.;.i~y ~ : 
....... ,.,,,..., -~·.·... ";_ ....... LIBRARY 
1c:?xM1wnlen.•'1.0'11nn41n&-._tf'..8'1> 
le!·· A SAMPLE111tof.UU. ··> 
1t11WesJaow 
dde•"SaB9Je Slide Show" 
datr"Oate ofpalllkadoa" 
alltho.1-"Yo'IU'l T:rul,y" 
> 
cl-· 1TI1.E SJ.JOE--> 
<•Ude type•"all",. 
ctl&,.Wake 'Up• WonilerWlcJcellll<ftl.tJe., 
chlldia .. 
<I·· OVEll\'lEW-> 
c11h1e type•"all"., 
<tide .. Oftrvi.lrw<llWe>o 
<item> Wh,y <em> WollllllerW'Wfetl<lom> vo peat<lltem> 
<ltunl> 
clam> WM <em»'b....,..c.lom> We:Nler'Wlllplll<fitem> 
ch UM .. 
l<f1JW.e11ww> 
'txml \lel'llen-"l.O" encMhlc-"utf.1"1'> 
cu:nlle- xmlJll:u• "ldfp:J.lwww.wl.orcf?OOIJXldLSclle- "> 
<D:ele--*_.,._k""' 
<D:COJ191lex'I)'pe:> 
<D~--"' 
<D:elmnem: __..•dtJ.e" t;Jpe•"'D:.trbc"l>- 
<D:ele-at -"autl&or" tJpe•"'D:.trJ:Aa"I> 
<D:i!Je n.t--•"c~tet'" JD!n.0-''0" 
_ ........ ~."> 
<u:complax'I'ype> 
<Dll .. UJICe> 
<D:i!leJM'At ..,_.... __ .... --·=-trlnc"'f> 
<XII :eleJMat name- "fl::ien4.of" f;Jfe- ":u:stnna" 
<>«-"O" aax0ee-"ulloa4M"f> 
<D:i!1eme1d aame•"1lac11" we•":u:cla•"J> 
c:u:ei.nieat-"•-1U1c.a•-." w••''a:•t11-."1> 
c/Q: .. tu..:e> 
<l'atc.lllpleJ{I)pe3' 
<lv:ai._.t> 
<r..:11 - 
<uratdv.to ...._ ... ._lnl" typ1•"111111trt.,."t;. 
<./»ICIJ'WJeXl;p.> 
c/Q;eJe..nt> 
If users Click on the Home button it goes to the main page, where else the next arrow will go on to the 
next screen. The previous arrow goes to the previous sere n. 
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If users click on the Appendix icon on the main page ,users will see this screen : 
~ .... ,,..,..,. ..... ,.,'ii. t Q c » •.• ,,,.,.~ 
,..... ,.,.,()?:' ~l~'fPfP,~ifu';l"i. 'Ml.~ tr> .- :;s JJt~~~r~~J'ftl:!"~,..~ ::: ~ v;· ~"'" f.?··1"'.#'"" ::· ~ 5 'l' ,, ........ ~ 
~ saving the state of an object and restoring It. 
m!d!UJN A qualtner on an XML 1fil1 that provides addltlonal Information. For example, in the tag •slide t1Ue="My Slide">, tltle Is an attribute, and My Slide 
1a lts value. 
B 
biQl!JV Qfltl\V 
see ynparsed eot1tv. 
1!1!l!!JD11 
construction of the code needed to process a well·deflned bit of XML data. 
c 
gwn1.mt11\ iext In an XML document that Is Ignored, unless the parser Is speclflcalty told to recogntze tt. A comment Is enclosed In a comment tag, like 
1hle: <I- This ls a comment-> 
~mtfilll 'fhe part of an XML document that occurs after the u n , tncludlng the ic j element and everything It cont lns. 
i;I>ATA A predeftned XML tag for "Character DATA• that says "don' Interpret these characters·, u opposed to 'Para ad Character Data" (PCDAT~. In 
which the normal rules of XML syntax apply (for elC9mple, angle brackets demarcate XML taga, tags denne XML elements, tc). CDATA 
sectJons are typically used to show examples of XML synta)(. Like Ihle: 
<lCDATAI •ellde>.A sample sllda .. <Jslldeio JJ> 
which displays as: 
-csllde>.A sample slide .. </slide> 
If users Click on the Home button it goes to the main page where else the next arrow will go on to the 
next screen. 
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